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roan'and woman in the city thej' per midst' of the amusements, festivals, heard—one shot was all—a shot that out even the farce of a trial, on the ac- dreadful days in the dungeon have
given me a firm reliance on his mercy,
ceived the slight smiles, the curious balls, Flavia fled away all alone to laid the little hoy with trembling cursed guillotine yonder !’
Practising- Physician,
aud I know that I shall one day be
“I
was
petrified
with
horror.
Could
voice
low
on
the
saloon
floor.
A
Sorrento,
and
after
three
days
Ernesto
attention, with which others sought
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
joyful
again in the city of which the
she
he
speaking
of
m
3
7
uncle,
so
re
higher
power
had
made
of
Big
Jerry
appeared
there,
bored
by
the
city.
to take part in their colloquies ; the
opposite Masonic Hall.
care with which was reported a witti At first Flavia had a reception day, an instrument in consummating a spected, so quiet as he was? It was gates are never shut and where there
too true. The wretch in office had is no darkness.—N. Y. Advertiser.
cism said by Flavia to Ernesto, or then annuled it, seeing that all the merciful deed.
M. Ï . W E B E R , 11. !>..
“Good God, Ike,” cried Pete, “Big lost no time, hut had begun his work
Vice versa; in short, they perceived! other women, her friends, had one,
Practising Physician,
of bloodshed at once, and m37 uncle
Jerry
has killed yer boy !”
Chicago Still Surly.
and
also
because
the
marquis
made
that
they
were,
treated
by
the
public
COLLEGEVILLE,
EVANSBURG, PA. Office. Hours • — Until 9
Not the quiver of a muscle—not a was his first victim, his 011I3’ crime be
fun,of days.
as
star
actors.
Were
they
conscious
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
PENNA.
Our frank contemporary, the New
The marquis had lost his inveterate shadow of expression crossed the ing that he was of foreign birth, and
of playing a. part or of speaking the
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, &c. truth ? That is the dark point which habit of going to hunt every year in rough man’s stolid face. He cast one had sheltered under his roof, some York Advertiser, says that “it is now
J g A .K R U S E N ,
Ladies’ Bang Cutting a Specialty. The
I shall not illuminate, but it is certain Calabria. So, little by little, a certain glance of his vicious red eyes toward months since, a poor Swiss. I retraced proposed to stimulate New York’s in
* best establishment in tows.
H om eopathic Physician,
J®’,Parlor O pposite P o s t Office. that the little comedy continued, re isolation was made around them ; the the littie lifeless heap on tha floor, my steps to the house. M3' aunt’s terest in the World’s Fair with a big
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office. Hours : — Until
cited with liveliness and much interest. world confessed aloud that in those then drawing a revolver, he turned it anxious face met m37 troubled gaze. Delmonico dinner. That’s the proper
9 a, m.; 6 to 8 p. m.
W
U. G E O R G E,
Belonging to the far from numerous two was contained the Entire wit of upon Big Jerry and shot him dead, She had begun to suspect' evil. The way to arouse the conscience of the
j g B . H O R M liG , 91. !>.,
two girls waited fearfully in the back metropolis.” If New York must be
COLLEGEVILLE,PA.
class of brilliant people, the two Naples, hut added, sotto voce, that it where he was standing.
ground.
I tried to speak, hut I turned dined and wined and coddled to do
“Blood
for
blood,”
he
muttered,
was
better
to
leave
the
two
models
of
sought
to
do
precisely
the
opposite
of
. Practising Physician,
catching up the pack once more with awa3' and hurst into tears. I was her duty, the pleasing fact remains
wit
to
fight
it
out
between
themselves.
whatever
all
the
others
did.
EVANSBURG' PA.
Telephone in office,
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
KAZORS PUT IN FIRST - CLASS ORDER.
Ernesto had at the very first de Flavia and Ernesto did not perceive his sinewy hands. “How many cards young then, Master Landlord, and had that the World’s Fair will be a grand
Opp. G ristook & Van dorslloe’s. clared that he would never, never pay this, and when the tardy moment came, did 3'ou sa3’, Pete ?”—-Detroit Free tears to shed. My aunt passed me t>3 success, with or without Gotham.—
R . B . F . PEACE,
and rushed into the street, straight to Chicago Mail.
court to the countess, aud the countess in which thevfound themselves alpne, Press.
D
the market place. I could not follow.
C R A P IR O N .
one facing the other, it seemed to them
Dentist,
Cash ’prices paid for Scrap Cast Iron, de had added that she forbade him to
What happened there was told me
Love Lingers Long.
FORGOTTEN.
livered at the foundry : Machine cast, 50 cents fall in love with her, which is quite a very simple thing. 1-The public had
SÏ1 DeKALB St ., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
later.
per 100 ; stove and plow cast, 85 cents per 100 ;
the reverse of paying court. Ernesto withdrawn itself—but not in vain was
Branch Office— Co llé g e v ii .i .e 1- Tuesday, every wrought scrap, 85 cents per lOO.
“Wild with agon37 at her husband’s
week. Gas administered.
In 1851 Mar3’ Evans, of Wilkesharre,
There are few who have not heard
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
never sent flowers to Flavia, and she the invention of art for art’s sake.
Collegevllle, Pa.
fate,
m
3
7
gentle,
loving
aunt
had
bursl
One
evening,
be
it
known,
in
autumn
or
read
of
the
great
French
Revolu
then a pretty and fascinating maid of
never asked him for confidences, as is
Q h e a p e s t D e n tis t in N o r r isto w n
customary between friends. The mar the conversation between those two tion of the last century, when cruel into a flood of reproach of his murder. 20 summers, was wed. Before the
PARLOR COMEDIANS.
N. S. Bomeman, D. D. S.,
quis never felt himself obliged to languished, exhausted. Not that they men seized on the government of In those days this was crime enough honeymoon ended her husband died.
praise the arrangement of the hair, found nothing more to say, hut a cer France, when human life was of no ac for the heaviest punishment, and be
909 Sw ed e S t r e e t , (first house
The Countess Flavia Ándorni was the eyes or the arms of the countess, tain sense of weariness descended count, and when, as if wearied with fore evening she had fared the same For forty years: she wore widow’s
Below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a .
weeds. Yesterday' these habiliments
(Formerly o£ Boyertown.)
charming, twenty-eight years of age, and the countess avoided speaking of upon them. : All the 'evening their its wickedness, God seemed to have fate as m37 uncle.
“The
Reign
of
Terror
had
indeed
The, only place where Pure j Nitrous Oxide 40,000 lire of income as her dowry and
were
laid aside, and again she approach
wit
had
sparkled
brilliantly,
and
the
hid
his
face
from
the
sinful
laud.
him with her friends. On the subject
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
No one may count up the tears that begun with with us. The girls had ed h3Tmen’s shrine and was wedded to
Every of love they -were in accord.; they, charming epigram, delicate ironies,
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from she did not take a husband.
$5 to $10. English and German spoken.
now and then she refused one. Coun spoke equally dll and well of it j skim courteous implications, bitting ami were shed, the moans that were made, fled, terrified at the fate which had be James Evans, an old lover and a resi
tess Flavia read a great deal, she in ming the topic lightly, of course abilities had showered unintermittent- the hearts that were - broken in those fallen their p r o t e c t o r s , and I was medi dent of Taylorville, Pa. Alderman
j g D W A R D E . LONG,
vented the fashions which the elegant making witticisms. Upon matrimony ly. Now they were silent. The count dreadful times ; hut here and there tating in a half stupefied way the same Wright, of Wilkesharre, tied the
women imitated, she did not attend it was the same. They never became ess extended herself slightly in her out of the great mass of human misery measure, when a knock came at the nuptial knot. The groom is 65 years
A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
first
representations at the theater, tender, nq.ver were melancholy or tpen armchair ; she was adorable under, the history has preserved a record of the door, and two men, who had often old, and yesterday was the fourth
and NoTA ur P u b l ic . Settlement .of. Estates a
Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business. but preferred second performances; sive.
They always feared to talk quiet lamplight ; but the marquis, trials aud sufferings of some hapless eaten aud drunk at my uncle’s table, time he was married.- Forty years ago
O f f ic e :—415 Swede Street opp., Court House. she did not care for poetry, did not
sentiment after the manner of the while recognizing this fact, had the ones, reading which we shudder and came in and made me a prisoner, con the aged couple were lovers'in Wales.
R esid en c e and E v en in g O f f ic e :—North cor.,
Marshall & Stanhridge Sts., NORRISTOWN, Pa. use paint or powder, never was ill, crowd. They never hazarded artistic good taste not to speak of it. He was thank God that we live in happier da3-s. fiscating all the possessions of the Trouble came between them and they
parted. Six months ago the37 met by
Some few 3’ears after the Reign of family to the state.
journej ed very often, allowed herself discussions, never discoursed of playing with a mother of pearl pen
^ t G Ü S T t S W . B O R B E R C iE R ,
“In those days a man’s foes were accident in the home of a friend at
handle.
Terror—as this outburst of sin and
to be courted up to a certain limit, poetry,.
“Marriage is a very fine thing,” he madness was well named—a man of often the37 of his own household. I Taylorville, and the old flame was re
never talked politics, liked the conver-,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
All ready made phrases were ban
offered no resistance ; the shock of the kindled.— Wilkesharre Record
Land Title and Trust Co., Building, Nos. 608 and sation of men better than that of; ished—all conventionalisms, axioms, murmured, with a pretended air of middle age entered a small inn in German3’ and called for refreshments. day had completely unmanned me. I
women, had gray eyes, dark complex sentences, classic quotations, lines of conviction.
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator. Practices also in ion and brown hair.
“For the unmarried, yes,” the His manners were timid and shrinking, made certain that I, too, should die
W hite H ouse Babies.
poetry, newspaper diction, things that
Montgomery county. Norristown Address,
and he looked as if he might just have that night. But m37 time was not yet
Therefore she was called—yightly every body repeats because everybody countess quickly retorted.
507 West Main Street.
And she adjusted • her lace cravat. recovered from some terrible illness— come.
or wrongly—I have nothing to say has begun by saying them. I do not
Only two children have ever been
“In consequence of the lateness of born in the presidential mansion—and
J J O B S O N & H E N D R IC K S ,
Ernesto
took a hook from the table, he was so strangely, ghastly pale.
about that—a woman of esprit.
speak of proverbs ; they were rigor
The landlord supplied his wants, the hour I was. taken to the town neither of them was a presidential
The Marquis Ernesto Carafa, thirty- ously prohibited. At first for awhile read the title and laid it down again.
A ttorneys-at-L aw .
and,
half curious, half in kindness, he prison, a dismal building, which I had baby. Strange to say, they arrived
“Do
you
know
what
they
say
down
two years old, had a handsome head,' they amused themselves by citing pro
NORRISTOWN and COLLEGEVILLE.
there
about
us
?”
made
some remark as to the stranger’s never know7n to be occupied. There I under two consecutive administrations,
All legal business attended to promptly. Also with a tawny blond mane, a short, verbs upside down, at the' cost of
agents ior first-class Stock Fire Insurance Com
appearance,
coupling it with the ques was thrust into a deep dungeon, and hut stranger still, they both now live
“I
do
not
know.
And
I
do
not
care
panies. Mr. Hendricks will be at bis College- aristocratic,' tawny beard, 60,000 lire causing a shudder to the mighty Solo
to
know.”
tion,
“Did
he
want aught else for his left in total darkness till the morning, in Montgomery. ; One of them is Miss
ville Residence every Tuesday all day.
of income and not a sign of a wife. mon and all other collectors of pro
when I doubted not I should be con Letitia Taylor, a lady of rare accom
“Then
’tis
a
sign
that
I
ought
to
comfort
?”
He paid court to all the ladies with a verbial philosophy ; but it was a jest
ducted
to the same cruel fate as my plishments, and the other Col. Hal. T.
“Nay, nothing,” said the pale man,
T iH. ZIMMERMAN,
certain graceful nonchalance, danced that soon became common, and they tell you. Many of our mutual friends
poor
relatives
had met. But morning Walker, a prominent lawyer, who also
while others were playing cards, did let it go. The marquis was always are agreed in the opinion that we two hastily ; “I have food and light and
Justice of th e P eace,
came,
as
I
had
guessed by the sound has large planting interests. As the
are persons of too much wit ever to air, what could I want more ?” and he
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Legal Papers, Bonds, not cultivate the acquaintance of the upon guard, fearing to see a smile of
without,
and
still
no summons. Worn name of the first indicates, she was
marry
each
other.”
sighed
deeply.
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
corps de ballet, drove his horses him scorn appear upon the beautiful mouth
taken. Conveyancing aud Real Estate
out
with
suspense
and waiting, I fell born under the Tyler administration
“My
friend,”
said
the
landlord,
seat
“Bah
!”
said
the
countess,
shrugging
self, did not wear a flower in his of the countess for some ill voluntary
business generally attended to. The
asleep.
When
I
awoke hunger and and is the granddaughter of President
her
shoulders.
ing
himself,
“
3
'Oir
speak
as
if
3
T
ou
had
clerking of sales a specialty.
buttonhole, did not patronize the finé offense against esprit on his part.
thirst
oppressed
me.
Happily I had Tyler. Col. Walker’s mother was a
known
the
want
of
these
things.
Have
.
“If
in
order
to
prove
ourselves
arts, did not not care for music, lent And on the other hand the countessJ O H N S. H IJN SIC K ER ,
stored
some
bread
and
meat and a niece of President Polk, and his father
I
guessed
aright
?”
witty,
we
should
do
just
the
contrary.
money to his intimate friends, did not was wary as to her words, blushing -to
small
bottle
of
wine
in
one
of the the president’s private secreta^.
His
guest
looked
up.
What
do
you
say,
countess
?
It
would
:
Justice of th e P eace,
aspire to be elected deputy to Rome, be caught in a moment of weakness in
pockets
of
my
coat
preparatory
to m y How gloom37 the white house must
“Would
3
'ou
hear
my
tale
?”
he
ask
be
charming!”
and
he
opened
the
RAHN STATION, P a . Conveyancer and Gen loved the mountains like a platonic which she should resemble too much
intended
flight.
Of
this
I
now
ate
and have been during the most of the
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales
ed.
“For
3
'ears
I
have
kept
silence,
Pungolo
newspaper
to
read
the
locals.
any
other
woman.
member of the Alpine club, had no
attended to. Charges reasonable.
drank.
No
one
came
nigh
me,
and
yet years of its existence ! Only two
but
to
day
it
seems
as
if
it
would
“Charming,
indeed,”
she
replied,
literary proclivities, never wrote love
But by too great subservience to,
I
could
hear
sounds
as
if
wretched
babies for nearly a centurç7 is a poor
letters, was always in love and never their reputation, Flavia and Ernesto putting out her hand ;t o take her ihn. lighten my heart to speak. Listen
W
91. P E A R SO N ,
prisoners
were
being
led
forth
out
of
and
believe
it
if
you
can.
Less
than
■
—
Translated
f
rom
the
Italian
o
f
Marecord
for any house.
in love. Rightly or wrongly, Ernesto began to become rather tiresome ;
neighboring cells, doubtless to death,
Auctioneer,
seven
years
ago
I
was
a
gay,
light
tilde
Serao
by
E.
Gavazza
for
Short
Carafa was called a man of esprit.
that is to say, not to themselves, but
Stories.
P h ie n ix v il l e P. O., Pa. Residence near Black
hearted youth in this our quiet father- for they wept and pleaded vainl37 as it
Good Resolutions.
These two exceptional beings began, to the people who frequented them.
Rock, Upper Providence. Will do my best
land.
Having no near relations, I was seemed to me.
to fill every engagement satisfactorily.
naturally, like others, their acquaint It is natural that brilliant people have
“But the third day a great stillness
led to visit some distant ones who had
A Study in Black.
THE KIND TO WHICH THE PRUDENT MAN
ance. Some friends of Flavia said to maiiy -exactron's; it Is natural ^hat-they
fell
on the prison. I could not under
lived
for
many
years
in
a
small
town
^ D W A R D D A V ID ,
1
ve
a
life
different
from
that
of
the
her, “That Carafa is really a brilliant
WILL CONFINE HIMSELF.
L
fa in te r and
stand it ; my senses were enfeebled for
THIS STORY: OF A TRAGEDY UN AN ID^HO in France.
man ; why don’t you have, him pre multitude. For example, when they
i l ' GAMBLING DEN.
“M3r uncle, as I called him out of want of food, for my small stock had
P aper-H anger,
sented to you ?” And Ernesto’s friends: met at a ball, Ernesto saluted the
Those who intend to try once more
friendliness,
was a kind, good fellow, long been exhausted and I almost
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ^ "S am ples of paper
“Do you know the Countess Andorni ? countess and spoke with her for one
the
oft-tried experiment of making
always on hand.
“Pop ?”
well known and respected in the place, lacked strength to wonder why I was
A brilliant woman, my dear fellow.” moment, then took a little turn and
New
Year’s resolutions have not much
left
to
live
so
long.
"Presently
arose
an
A little boj' stood deside a gambling where he carried on the craft of a
c
ime
hack
to
say
something
to
her,
And
this
thrice
four
times,
twenty
time
to lose. Such resolutions, if
A VII» B R O S .,
table, long ago, in an Idaho mining watchmaker, and he proposed that I awful terror, lest this should be m3’
P lu m b e r s ,
times, so that Flavia was bored and without even stopping long, but re town and addressed this trembling
they
are
by any possibility to be kept
should become his apprentice and part sentence, to perish miserably for want
Gas and Steam Fitters,
Ernesto annoyed by it. They -saw turning often, and people around said word to one" of the'players.'
require
a
good deal of study before
ner. I liked the little town, I liked of food in this damp dungeon. Death
O ffic e s :—1224 North 10th St., & 2816 German each other on a promenade and looked that he was right to do so, because she
hand.
It
must
be the right kind of
town Avenue, Philadelphia. Country work
The father was a rough man with my uncle, I liked m3Taunt, and I soon on the scaffold appeared light l>37 com
at each other with ill concealed curi aldne could understand him." They
stud
3
7
,
too.
As
a
rule
the more thought
a specialty. Estimates furnished.
gave my consent. . They had no child parison. I clamored at my prison
osity like two rare beasts, but the frequently danced together for the great sinewy hands, a grizzled face
that
is
bestowed
upon
the subject the
ren—I thank God for that now—but door. I shouted as loudly as I could
countess discovered nothing extraordi same reason—and the other admirers and thin, merciless lips.
more
elaborate
and
length
37 the set of
B . W IS H E R ,
But ' his éyeS—how vicious and my aunt’s kindly soul could not be —all to no purpose. Then I burst resolutions become. That is going in
nary and the marquis shrugged his of the witty countess were left badly
into an agony of tears ; my fate was
Practical Slater,
off, ijis^ppoiuted of the mqzurka or utterly lost the light that flashed from content without young people around
shoulders for the same reason;
too
dreadful to hear. With the soft the wrong direction. A more useful
her,
so
she
kept
and
clothed
two
house
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Always on hand roofing
One evening at the San Carlo, the quadrille hoped for in vain. When their reddish balls 1
kind of study is that which discrimin
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All
“Say* |iop, when you goin’ home ?” maidens, children of some poor neigh nature of my youth I pitied and be ates, prunes and discards the super
orders promptly attended to. Also on
Flavia went away the marquis moved
marquis
was
presented
to
the
countess,
moaned
myself
sorely.
All
at
once
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
Again the timid voice *came to the bors. Trim and neat they looked, too,
in her box, by a friend. Few words about the, rooms for a little while
wearing the costume of that part of words came into m37 mind that I had fluities. Don’t resolve too much. If
rough
man
and
he
laid
dowri
his
cards
'longer
with
a
bored
air
;
then
put
on
were
exchanged,
and
those
of
the
J
P . K O O NS,
Germany from whence my aunt came, learned years ago as a te x t' in the you do you will fail to keep your reso
simplest, of the. kind that are not in his overcoat and departed because he dèli beratèly and turned around. The
lutions and that will tend to weaken
Practical Slater.
.boy knew the light that blazed from a pretty fancy of her own ; it seemed school : ‘Fear thou not, for I am with your faith in yourself. If you are
‘the vocabulary of people of esprit. had-no longer any one to talk with.
thee ; be not dismayed, for I am thy
RAHN STATION, P a . Dealer in every quality
At the theater Ernesto remained tlios eyes only too well, and he drew quaint enough in a strange land.
Erríésto wéut a#ay Isoon, smiling iron
particularly fond of an after-dinner
of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
“It was a happy household. No God.’:
Send for estimates and prices.
ically upon manufactured fames, and much longer than was his duty in her back and huddled himself together in
cigar
and resolve to dispense with it,
“They came like a ray of light into
Flavia asked herself if she must add .box, for it is very common to make ,a piteous hut mute appeal for mercy. wonder I was glad to belong to it ; my prison, and I came to the promise that is one of the resolutions that a
“ Wlint’s that to you,; you young but, alas I it was soon to be swept
rp iIG E R H O T EL ,
another name to the C a r a g o ry Of foolish short visits to lathes. - If some poor
discriminating resolver would prune
I
F o u r th »V V in e S ts ., F h ila d a .
whelp?
Git out o’ here, now,an’don’t away by terrible affliction. For some as if it had that moment been made to out, because there is next to no possi
mortal,
in
form
of
a
dark
youth
in
a
and
useless
beings
already
so
large
me by a pitying God. I felt soothed
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
So when dress coat, marmoreally polished shirt ye waist a minit or I ’ll be the death o’ time we had heard of strange troubles and hopeful, and in this condition I bility of its being kept more than three
best accommodations for man and beast. The among her acquaintances.
going
on
in
Paris
and
the
large
towns,
bar always supplied with the best liquors and they met—at the theater, in society, front and the relative crush hat, pre you. Are you goimg’?”days at the utmost. There are some
cigars. Rates : $1.50 per day ; from $4.50 to $6
Slowly, sadly, the little fellow tunied but our little place was still quiet. sank back in a doze or. swoon.
per week.
at festivals, on the promenade—they sented himself to the Countess Flavia
resolutions that are easier to keep, and
J . W. PLACE, P k o p b ie t o k .
“How time passed I could not tell,
and walked to the saloon door. Then Onfei morning, however, we woke to
—if
fliis
unhappy
but
contemptible
exchanged
a
rather
disdainful
how,
to
these the prudent man will confine
J o h n G u n t h e r , Clerk.
without seeking to approach each young man dared venture the custo he paused to look back and found find! everything in confusion. Our day and night to me were alike in my himself. Resolve that if you sit down
other or to becyme better acquainted. mary compliments—an impertinent those vicious red eyes still fixed upon uia\'or had been ordered to resign, and cell. 1 woke up to find light and suddenly on the icy sidewalk, or
J O S E P H STO N E,
his place was to he filled by some one warmth and kindly faces about me. pound 3rour thumb with a hammer,
But chance—that, far from being a little laugh stirred the lips of the him and the voice came to his ears :
Carpet W eaver,
Slowly I regained consciousness
sent
¡from Paris.
“What
you
stoppin’
fur?
Git!”
person of esprit, has obstinacies which marquis and a cutting reply came from,
you will make a few cursory remarks ;
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL. Rag carpet woven
enough
to understand what they told
“Still,
we
never
dreamed
of
what
And.
gulping
down
a
sob
that
was
The
because it is a resolution that yon will
in any style desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. are quite stupid—made them meet the rosy mouth of the countess.
Good ra g carpet for Bale a t reasonable prices.
and remain near each other, perforce, result was the precipitate flight of the rising in his thrqat, the boy passed fearful miseryuthis was the forerunner. me. I had lain five days forgotten, surely keep. Resolve that in any case
We had*110 time to dream,/¡either, the the stillness I had noticed the third you will read this paper ; that is an
at the marriage of a cousin of Flavia young man. There was a rumor that through the door.
J D E N J A R IN <'ROTVTIIER,
For another hour the players silent blow fell so suddenly. There had been day was accounted for by the fact that other that you can’t help keeping.
with a friend of Ernesto. They re the Marquis. Ernesto had.paid assiduous
played their cards and the rough a stir going on in the market place for the news had just reached our town of Resolutions that are kept are a source
Rag Carpet & Rug W eaver. signed themselves to endure each court to the young. Duchess Cesira ly
mau said, as he took the pack in his the two days following the arrival of the death of one of the greatest lead of satisfaction, says the Boston Globe,
LOWER PROVIDENCE P. O., Pa. 'Carpets for other mutually. ^ Each one thought Gralhiati, a very beautiful young wo
the new official ; hut my uncle and I ers of the revolution and the conse and the kind that are made every New
sale. Old Ingrain carpet cut and re-wove ; car how to sustain the character attributed, man, tall, with statuesque outline, great hands:
pet laid ; carpet rags called for and carpet de
were busy over a' discovery which he quent decline of the party in fear of Year’s day and never kept are a foun
“How many cards, Pete ?”
livered: ; -All orders by mail '.promptly attended to her and to him, in order not to Junonian eyes, long golden hair, a
to. B3F“R'ésÎdence- and Looms 'opposite the make a poor figure ; and 'there ensued flower of womanhood, hut in the way
But before Pete could reply there hantaade in our trade, and we were his life, out terrorist mayor had fled, tain of more or less poignant regret.
Qld Shrgwder Mill
and the old mayor, resuming power,
less than usual in the‘streets.
a conversation of paradoxs, retorts, of intelligence, a goose of the in came the quivering words : *
had ordered the prison doors to be
?A
t
noon,
on
the
third
day,
how
“Pop,
hain’t
you
mos’
done
?”
bizarre questions, odd answers, stu genious and conscientious sort ; well,
The arrest of a professional poisoner,
jy j-A G G IE M ACGREGOR,
set
open. I, in my solitary cell, had
ever,
he
went
out
for
a
stroll
to
rest
The
rough
man
cried
out
an
oath
pendous absurdities, a display of fire it was to he supposed that the Count
named
Hyder, b37 the police at Gujrat,
D ressm aker,
works that ended by bewildering the ess Flavia had exploded more than one and turned. He did not say a word, his'eyes and look about him for a few been forgotten, and but some one had in the Punjab, has led to a strange
COLLEGEVILLE, P a. Will take work at home two pyrotechnicians-and putting’theifl epigram at the marquis, for he ceased but he drew back his great sinewy fist moments. M3r aunt and her maidens been sent to examine all the cells and
or can be engaged by the week.
arranged as usual the midday meal, collect the fetters used therein, I discovery. The accused is alleged to
to strike the shivering child.
into a state of nervousness foreign to to hover around the Duchess Cesira.
“Hold up, Ike Baker !” cried Pete, and we were all ready to sit down, onty might have perished most miserably. have confessed to the police that he
Again, the countess and the marquis
their habits. “What a witty and dis
had learned the art of drugging people
J J -R S . S. L. PU G H ,
agreeable man ! but I kept up with had reserved to themselves the privi leaning across .the table and catching my uncle was missing. He was usu As it was, I was carried out perfectly from an “Ustad” or teacher, who
ally so punctual that we wondered and senseless and brought to life with some
TRAPPE, P a., Attends to laying out the him,” said Flavia when she was alone. lege of many, very many -strange ideas, the raise'd arm, “don’t you hit ’iin.”
dead, shroud-making, &c.
seems to have started a kind of school
There was a devilness m the red waited, apd at last we dined without difficulty.
“A witty and disagreeable woman ; wh+ch ttitey iiei(ei'‘failed to plit into exe
at
Amritsar only twenty miles from us
“I
am
safe
now,
as
3
7
ou
see,
com
hitfi.
At
the
close
of
the
meal
I
step
hut I was n o t, left behind her,” mur cution. When all the stream of car eyes and had he struck, it woqld , have
UNDAY P A PE R S.
in
Lahore, where he trained his pupils
rades, in my own country, but the an
ped out to look for him.
riages was at .the Riviera di Cliiaia, been a blow to kill.
The different Philadelphia papers delivered mured the marquis.
in
the
art of administering stupifying
to those wishing to purchase in Collegevllle and
‘»I had not got a dozen yards from guish of those few da3'S will never he
For a moment not a sound was
-Yet the mafiquis' went with some fre Flavia made. here turn by the corner
Trappe, every Sunday morning.
drugs
to perfection. The professor
HENRY YOST, News Agent.
quency to'the house of the countess, of I’iedigotta and go by the Corso heard and then came the noise of a our house when I met "our baker’s wife, forgotten. I hear about with me in may be said to have eome to an end
Cottegeville, Pa.
my face the remembrance of it. Daily
her eyes staring out of her head.
and. the countess received him -wjth Vittorio Emanuel ; Ernesto described scuffie from an adjoining table!
I thank God for light and air and food, now, for the police acting on the in
‘j
‘Go
hack,’
she
said,
‘go
back
!
It
“Ole
Copper
is
havin’
it
out
with
a
circle,
went
by
way
of
the
Toledo
polite cordiality. Both perceived that
o r se c e ip p in g i
is too late. The monster—the wretoh ! and yet these good gifts of his fail to formation supplied by Hyder, have se
Horse clipping done in the best m anner the people around - them enjoyed the and the Salvator Rosa and came to Big Jerry,” volunteered a bystander.
by an experienced hand a t
A m o m e n t la te r a p is to l s h o t w as He has executed the honest man, with- make my heart rejoice. Still those cured his “teacher” also.
5ne,
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL, relations that united the roost witty meet her. In the winter season, in the
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The Alliance Congressmen did not is this class of men, and not the hon
What We Are Doing
HOUSEKEEPING
get very desirable committee assign est pensioner, who is interested in
:----- IN — —
ments, but as they did not expect continuing this agitation,and “I fear,”
them, there was no'disappointment adds General Slocum, with earnestness
-----THIS 18 THE PLACE TO GET ----Land force, “that eventually a reaction
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
among them.
The new Secretary of War, Hon. will take place, and honest and de-i
Stephen B. Elkins, has been confirmed serving pensioners will suffer with the
An Assortment o f Sponges and Chamois Skins on Hand.
Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa. by the Senate, and he has had a con undeserving.”
D
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Y
GOODS!
Everything
that
beginners
usually
ask
PURE
BAKING
POWDER, Our Own Make. BIRD SEED, Mixed and Plain ; best in the market
ference with Mr. Harrison, but it is
It is time to call a halt.
NAPTHALINE OR TAR CAMPHOR, in Ball, Cake and Flake.
not certain whether he will at once
for, and almost anything that es
W e have ju s t reduced ft lot of th e best m ake b u t
RED LINIMENT for Sprains, Bruises, Rheumatism, &e. WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and
assume his duties, or wait until after
old s ty le , o f N e w m a r k e t s and S h o u t C o a t s th a t
TO
BE
WISE
IS
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BE
HAPPY.
Effectual. Try a Ten Cent Box of our TOOTH POWDER.
have
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for
some
tim
e
b
u
t
N
O
W
T
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the first of January.
tablished
households
may
wish
M U ST B E SOLD.
DIARRHGiA MIXTURE will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentry, Cholera Morbus,,&c.
From the Bradford Era.
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e
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o
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Thursday, D ec., 31, 1891.
ing by nam ing $2:03}^ and $2:07^, &c., on goods th a t
to get, either to complete
that the demands of this Government
It seems a little odd, but it is true, cost
$6:00, b u t
will be refused, and even the conser that one man will not profit by the ex
their comfort or to
General B. F. Butler has recov vative people now fear that there will perience of another. Every man must Reduce $6 to $2 and $9 Coats to $2.50.
JOSEPH "W
- CT7LBERT.
ered from his recent illness.
be war.
have his own. But what a world of W e have ab o u t 75 C oats th a t will be reduced in
replace worn-out
e sam e proportion.
The pension payments for this trouble a man might save himself if he thAlso
a t th e same tim e do not forget our N e w
articles :
I nformation from Columbus, Ohio, month aggregate about $ 11 ,000,000.
would take advice ! He would avoid C o a t s , J a c k e t s and R e k v e r b , m ade, trim m ed and
finished
In good style. W e have on hand a few very
All
of
the
four-and-a-lialf
per
cent
those
fearful
mistakes
which
cauuot
be
makes Senator Sherman’s re-election
gre/it
bonds which matured in September rectified, and which cast a dark shadow
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF
pretty certain. The people of Ohio have
Bargains in Dry Goods I
been either redeemed or extended over the lives of so many. A young
DIAMONDS and Precious Stones,
by a large majority desire to have him except about $3,000,000. They have man may believe what is told him by a You will find am ong them one lot o f C otton Dress
Goods th a t have been sold a t 10 cents. W e will sell
One of the following headings will eall to JEWELRY, Newest Designs.
We have spared no time hi making
returned and the Legislature is ex come in much faster than it was sup friend and well-wisher, but he does not them
a t 5 cents per yard. A ll Dress (roods a t th e
lowest prices. Call on
selections for the season, nor expense
mind many articles. We are taking care to
posed they would.
realize its force until it is too late.
pected to carry out their wishes.
^ 7 at to make our place of business one of
The presence here of a Special
have a good assortment in every one of the de SILVERWARE, AM
MORGAN W RIGHT,
the most attractive in town.
WATCHES,
A n U nequaled Assort’t.
partments.
T he statement is current that a New Commissioner of the Chinese govern
KEYSTONE DRY GOODS STORE,
THE CROP OF OLD MAIDS.
ment,
on
his
way
to
Chicago
to
in
We bave the largest stock to
P T nP T T Q
In Finish and Q u ality none
York microscopist has caught the
u J L iU u J IO ,
Superior.
quire into the scope, character and | From the Charleston News and Courier.
select from.
Prices
a
s
Low
a
s
Possible
!
bacillus of the grip. If he will catch progress of the proposed Columbian
UMBRELLAS. WeITu.Them
A big crop of old maids seems im
Quality of goods none superior.
about 96,000,000,000,000,000 more of Exposition, or World’s Fair, has
Parlor Furniture,
Sheeting Muslins,
minent, judging from statistics. If
Gold
Pens
Selection. & Pencils,
Our
prices are just and Reasonable.
them and roast them to death, he will given rise to the hope that the news the statistics of Great Britain are cor
Kitchen Furniture,
Quilting Prints,
GOLD
SPECTCLES
No
trouble
to show our stock.
recently
received
here
from
the
Ameri
be entitled to an imperishable monu
Hall Furniture,
rect, the excess of women and girls
Quilting Cotton,
F O R A L L D E F E C T IV E E Y E S , Ac., &c.
can
minister,
to
the
effect
that
China
over men and boys in the country is
Bedroom Furniture,
ment.
Feathers,
would take no official part in the Fair, about 900,000, an increse In ten years
Bed
Springs,
Cork
8havings.
A terrible accident occurred on the may have been based upon erroneus of about 200,000. In Germany the We shall upon this occasion endeavor
Mattresses,Carpets,
information. The question is asked, number of females in excess of males
New York Central Railroad Thursday why send a Commissioner to examine
to surpass all previous efforts and
Bed Tit-kings,
QueCnsware,
night, resulting in the death of twelve if the government had already decided is about 1,000,000, In Sweden and
Oil Cloths,
will
show
the
largest,
finest,
Window Shades,
Norway the “weaker sex” is in a ma
persons. The carelessness of a brake- to take no part ? Uncle Sam want’s jority of 250,000 ; in Austro-Hungary
Window
Papers.
and most complete line of
inan was in a large measure the cause China, as well as the rest of the world by 600,000, and in Denmark by 60,000.
to attend his show.
We are getting a list of household articles BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS TO 8UIT ALL DEMANDS AND SATISFY ALL WANTS. AN UN
Holiday Goods ever
In the United States, Canada and
of the disaster.
EQUALLED ASSORTMENT AND VARIETY TO SUIT ALL TASTES IN
Senator Stanford has re-introduced Australia the males are in the majority.
printed
that shall have everything in our line
displayed in Col
the
bill
providing
for
the
erection
of
that is customarily bought with an outfit; we
TiiE.news that Mr. Hallowell, Demo an addition to the White House, in In this country there are about 1,000,legeville !
will send or give it to anyone asking for it. We
cratic Congressman from this district, accordance with the plans proposed 000 more men than women.
mean to save a lot of work and worry for outfit
had not been placed on a single com by Mrs. Harrison, or other persons.
buyers,—the work of themselves getting up a
He
says
he
proposes
to
do
his
best
to
SABER KRADT.
mittee by Speaker Crisp, furnished the
have
this
bill
become
a
law
at
the
list
of what is wanted and the worry of provid
opportunity for considerable gossip in
A young lady wrote to the Reading
present session of Congress. The
ing
against forgetting things.
Dolls
from
5
cents
to
$1.00.
political quarters. The reflection that addition or a new residence for the Times editor to know whether that
Baby Coaches, Wheelbarrows,
toothsome
dish,
sauer
kraut,
grows,
one of the most important districts in President and his family is badly
The list can be carefully looked over at home
Express Wagons, Carts, Sleds, &c.
the Union is represented by a gentle, needed, but as the estimated cost is and the learned man replies : “I t does
and articles to be looked at or bought be
to some extent. It grows beau
Work Boxes and Baskets,
marked, then taken along to the store, every
man who does not appear to have $950,000, its fate may fairly be con grow
Do not fail to send in your order for the Solid-Silver Souvenir Spoon, containing fac
tifully less the moment it is placed on
sidered
doubtful,
because
of
the
thing
can he seen and bought and not a single similes of Washington’s Headquarters at Valley Forge and Hartranffc’s Monument.
enough physical snap and mental vigor
Albums,
Toilet
Cases
&c.
the
Saturday
night
lunch
table,
necessity for a general retrenchment
article need be forgotten, which will be a de J. D, S A L L A D E , 1 6 E . JVEain S t., N o rr isto w n .
to make even his presence felt at in order to make our income- meet our Under favorable conditions, depending
much on the atmospheric surround Chinaware Department cided improvement. It will positively please
Washington is ' rather discouraging. expenses.
everybody that tries U. dust send us address
Senator Carlisle introduced by re ings, it grows stronger and acquires a
Waken up, Mr. Hallowell.
WAS NEVER SO COMPLETE.
quest a bill providing for the exemp more pronounced flavor. But it does
and request on a postal card.
not grow on raspberry bushes nor
In trying to so've the question why “ hard times” rest heavily upon many, we can discern at
F or the first time since the war the tion of all improvements on real estate
cornstalks, and is not stood up in Cups and Saucers and Plates, Mustache Cups
least one, and perhars the most Important, reason. It is this : Many people are continually spend
and Saucers, Mugs, Bisque Frames, Vases,
KULP
&
WAGNER,
Democrats of New York are in pos from taxatiou in the District of shocks and husked in the fall of the
Columbia after June 30, 1892, and for
Lemonade Sets, Fine Hanging Lamps,
ing their earnings and their cash away from home ! That’s it. Circulate your cash In your own
session of both legislative and execu making up the deficit by an increased year. Generally, saner kraut is made
Library Lamps, Baby Ruth Cleve
GRATER’S FORD,
PENNA. vicinity. Patronize Home Trade, encourage borne industries, manufactures and productions. And
land
Lamps
are
beautiful.
Flue
of cabbage, and in its normal condition
live branches of the State government rate of taxation on the ground,
why not buy your
Engraved Glasses, &c.
is not dangerous.”
The precedents in the line of appor
tionments established by the RepubliTIME TO CALL A HALT.
HONESTY VERSUS RASCALITY,
cans will now be taken advantage of From the Philadelphia Times.
George
A. Curtis in Harper’s Magazine.
by the Democrats. In fact, in redis
Perfumery put up In Elegapt Novelties,
¡P IR O ^ IID E lS rO IB
SQUARE.
General Slocum, one of the most
=OUR STOCK OF=New shades of Kid Gloves, lined find unlined.
There is no greater fallacy than that
tricting the State, it need not surprise distinguished of the surviving corps
You can get the sfttne made to order just, as cheap as you buy them ready-made—apd satisfaction
J3F“ Beautiful Embroidered Slippers.
those most interested if the Demo commanders of the late war, con of the superior practical character of
guaranteed every time.
crats size up to the previous fine ma tributes a careful, earnest a-nd impres rascality. Often, indeed, it gains a
Also a full l)ne of Dry Goods, Notions, Hardware apd Queensware. Boots and Shoes a
sive article to the January number of temporary advantage, Honesty is
specialty. GROCERIES at lowest prices, quality considered. A call at the store is solicited from
chine work of the Republicans and go the Forum, under the title : “Peur often drowsy and very lazy ; but when •^•Fin e s t C o n f e c t io n s I«Chofce Cream Mixtures, 3 lbs. for 25 cts.
one better.
sions : Time to call a Halt,” General it awakes and stirs, it is the most pracr
French Mixtures, 15 cts.
J O S E P H G, 1 J O T W A L S ,
Fluest Cream Chocolates, 20 cts. per lb.
Slocum shows how the number of tieal of all forces. Among the pure
Candy Toys, Almonds, English Walnuts and
I t is expected that the sale of the pensions on the rolls has risen from drops of wisdom tlmt fall in proverbs Filberts,
1,3 cle. ppp lb.
COLLEGQVILLE
Jeflerson Davis memoirs will not reach 85,986 in 1865 and 250,802 in 1880 to from the accumulated experience of
ages,
none
is
purer
than
that
honesty
676,160
in
1891,
and
the
amount
paid
18
COMPLETE
IN
VARIETY
AND
QUALITY,
20,000 copies, and that Mrs. Davis will
in pensions from $8,525,153 in 1865 is the best policj’. You call it a mean Specialties - in - Groceries;
not be much benefited by the literary and $57,240,540 in 1880 to $118,548,- motive of conduct; bntrit is no meaner Seedless Raisins, Citron, Washed Currants,
W8 MENTIQN
I take pleasure in calling the attention of my friends and the public in general
venture. The shades of oblivion .are 959 in 1891, and how, according to an appeal than that of the familiar Figs, New Dates, Brick’s Mince Meat, New Or
leans Molasses, &e.
to the fact that I an) now prepared to furnish all kinds of MARBLE
fast gathering about the “lost cause. the report of the Commissioner, “the Christian exhortation, Be good and
and GRANITE Work, both in Plain and Artistic Designs.
you
will
be
happy.
It
is
primarily
not
average
of
issue
is
now
about
30,000
Success swims on a high tide while
Having
had
ten years’ experience in the Marble Business, I am prepared in every way to execute
General a rule or a motive ; it is the simple
failure digs its own grave. Davis failed certificates per month.”
M akes a H andsome P r e s e n t .
-----A HIGH CLASS OF----Slocum thinks that a Commissioner of statement of a truth, and Tweed illus
FOR SUITINGS FOR MEN AND BOYS.
to win in the greatest undertaking of Pensions who can “carefully adjudicate trates it as plainly as John Jay.
bis life and of the present century, and and allow” pensions at the rate of
SUITS MADE TO ORDER ;
W . P. FENTON,
it seems to be enough for mankind to more than two each minute during
Such as Monuments or Tombstones of every description,
- ïCemetery Lots Enclosed
F1T8 GUARANTEED.
A MARYLAND GOLIATH.
with Marble or Granite Copi 'g or with Posts and Railing in various designs.
21feb
COLLEGEVILLE. PA.
simply know that he failed, without every working hour of the year dc.
Estimates will be cheerfully furnished on every description of cemetery wBrk. You will find
inquiring very closely into particulars serves to have applied to him the
A Suit of Clothes made from Rood Roods at a it greatly to your interest to get my prices before buying. All work delivered free of charge and
famous Westeni motto : “Don’t shoot HE IS BUT SEVENTEEN YEARS OLD, YET HE
guaranteed
to give satisfaction.
With respect,
from his standpoint.
OUR STO CK
thé organist ; he is doing his best.
reasonable fiRure is always a satisfactory invest
WEARS A 7 ^ HAT.
Every civilized nation, as General
—OF—
H . L S A Y L O R , C o lleg ev ille, M on tg. Co., P a .
ment. Our stock of
Senator Quay has introduced a bill SloCuin observes, recognizes the duty
C u m b e r l a n d , Dec. 27.—-William W.
providing for the Careful marking of of caring for those disabled in its de Wittig, the biggest boy in Maryland,
all the varied battle lines in the de fense and for those dependent on them. celebrated bis seventeenth birthday an
Christmas and New Year
cisive battle of the war fought at Great Britain pensions all soldiers niversary at bis home in Frostburg, In clu d es th e usual assortm ent required to m eet the
after a certain term of service and re
w ants of patrons d u rin g th e seasons as they
Gettysburg. The Union lines have tires officers upon half pay, and the Allegany county, to-day. Through
come and go, including DRY GOODS,
out
the
county
be
is
Ipqked
on
as
a
M U S L IN S , C A L IC O E S , G IN G 
been ascertained and marked, and en entire payments for pensions and the
WILL BE SURE TO PLEASE THE LADIES.
H A M S, C H E V IO T S , T A B L E
giant. He was born in Baltimore.
L IN E N S , A c., A c., Ac.
during tablets and monuments now retired pay of officérs of both army With his parents he moved to Frost
They appreciate assortment and quality, and
M A R K L U ï ’S
tell the story of the movements of the and navy amounted last year to £&,- burg iii March, 1879, For the past
Flannels
!
410,822,
or
say
twenty-seven
millions
wp study to please them.
two years he has been growing at the
Federal troops, but the positions occu
of dollars. France, where the old
— A N ppied by the various commands under soldier is particularly well cared for, rate of one-half an inch per month, U N D E R W E A R f q r m e n WOMEN ANp
LarRe New Stock qf 8HOE8 fop Mpn,
P H JL D B E N .
His
height
is
6
feet
4
|
inches,
and
he
General Lee are nearly all unmarked. pays for military and naval pensions weighs 185 pounds. He wears a No.
Women and Children.
The records of the great battle field are $29,857,000; the German Empire, $13,- 7^ hat and No. 11 shoes. His hand Case! meres, O ottonades, G en ts’ Furnfshfng Goods,
all a t the lowest prices.
Is the Place to Cfo for Y°ttV
therefore very incomplete, and if Sena, 283,000; Austria, $12,245,000 ; Russia measures 13^ inches around the
Our
Grocery
Department
about
$18,000,000.
It
is
safe
to
say
tor Quay succeeds in making the that the pension roll of the United knuckles when closed. His chest
Gettysburg battle field tell its own States to-day is far greater than those measure is 44 and his waist 41 inches.
Never lags in the rear. It is always up to the
-FO RHe has always enjoyed excellent health
story by monuments and tablets mark of England, France, Germany, Austria: and
times in quality and variety of goods and fair
possesses an appetite which would
ing every line of both the blue and the imd Russia combined. And yet it is alarm most people, as it calls for about
Greater preparations are being made
ness in price.
F o r everybody, m arked down 15 per cent.
to accommodate all people with
gray, he will be-entitled to praise for said that “republics are ungrateful.”
what would satisfy three ordinary
R U B B E R GOODS of all kinds.
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e
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laboring
men
at
each
meal.
He
lifts
his enterprise.
the pension liberality of the present 350 pounds with ease, is of a happy
serve you well.
than ever known in the
with the past. From the close of the disposition and a great fayprite with
history of the Grand
WASHINGTON LETTER.
Revolutionary war up to 1818 pensions the boys of the town. When angered
— Depot. —
Y-ours truly,
were granted for disability only. In he is a terror. He is the son of ex- F R E S H G R O C E R IE S
From our Régulai* Correspondent:
that year a service pension was grant Mayor Wittig, a 1ead in ar citizen,
O ur new stock is now on display. I t comprises all
W ashington, D. C., Dec. 25, 1891.
IN FU LL ASSO RTM ENT.
ed and all received pensions who had Elizabeth Wittig both of whom and
Beaver
&
Shellenberger,
CHINA & GLASSWARE !
are
¡g>
latest styles and best m aterials and fashionable
Speaker Crisp’s committee assign been in the service and were then, large persons. The father is' 6 feet 3
W e have the larg est and handsom est line of plain
ments are the principal topic of con thirty-five years after the close of the inches in height, find weiglis 200
p attern s and a t
and decorated Tea ami D inner Sets, Finely Decor
T I R A .g P I F ’E , F A .
ated Cups and Saucers, Sets for Children from 5c.
versation among those interested in war, incapable of supporting them
F . B . R U SH O JV G ,
upward, handsom ely Decorated C ham ber Sets,
political atfairs. . There is no denying selves. The whole number of pensions pounds. The mother is of medium
H anging Lam ps, the p retties p attern s In Faney
S
tand Laiuips a t extrem ely low prices. Fancy
that there is much dissatisfaction in granted was 22 per cent, of the entire height, and weighs 220 pounds,
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H anging Baskets, Perfum ery, B eautiful Vases, &e.
the Speaker’s party, even ' more than enlistments. The enlistments in the
anticipated. The only people who are war of 1812 were 527,054, and pensions T ^ A M E L II. BITCH W A LT ER ,
FANCY RQCKERSJ!
perfectly satisfied are those who favor were granted to 60,070, or 11 per cent,
T he P lace t o B uy
A large assortm ent of Plush and R a tta n Keekers,
Carpet W eaver,
the free coinage of silver ; they have of the entire number. In the war
bought expressly for C hristm as time.' Hobby Horses,
all, and more, than they expected. with Mexico the number of enlistments ONE MILE WEST OF TRAPPE (at the reeiToys, M echanical F igures, etc., for the children,
of B. F. Buckwalter). Rag Carpet woven
Bland, of Missouri, the chairman of was 73,260, and up to 1887 pensions j deuce
any style desired at reasonable prices. Favor
SLEDS!
the Coinage committee, has been for lad been granted to 11,308, or about in
me with your ord ers.
81dec6m
For the Winter of 1691-92
quite awhile the most ardent supporter 5 per cent. In that year a service
S om ething entirely new. H ave ju st received 150
Sleds and Coasters, of- a new design, which for
— Ac., Ac., Ac.vof free coinage on the democratic side pension act was passed which increas
stren g th are unequaled. G raded in prices to su it
A G G IE S P A R E ,
-A T all. Don’t fall to see them.
----- IS A T ----of the House, while the following mem ed the innnl>er to 23,271. The total
bers of the committee are known to amount paid to pensioners of these
T he F av o rite Sewing Mach ine,
D ressm aker,
Furniture, Carpets, Etc.
favor it : Williams, of Illinois ; Kil three wars up to date is $95,392,000,
M ade by th e New tw ine,
Five draw ers,
gore, of Texas ; Robertson, of Louis or less than one year’s pension pajT- IRONBRIDGE, P a . Will take Work at home
T
W
e are in th e lead. O ur prices are the lowost.
J6jr*
No discount on our goods. We will sell you th e best
iana ; Pierce, of Tennessee ; Epes, of ments now.
or can be engaged by the week. (12no2m)
W
ilton
R u g P arlo r S u it for $115, price usually with
W E A R E D E V O T IN G O U R W H O L E T IM E
all discounts off, $135 to $150. F ine R u g P arlo r Su its
Yirginia ; McKeighan (Independent
The whole number of enlistments in
$75, usually sold a t from $90 to $100, ju s t the th in g to
A
N
D
A
T
T
E
N
T
IO
N
TO
T
H
E
Alliance) of Nebraska ; Bartine, of our armies during the civil war was 2^
We have just received from some o f the A box of attach m en ts goes w ith every machine. m ake your d au g h ters happy a t C hristm as time.
B est C rushed P lush P arlo r S u its as low as $38.
Nevada ; and Johnson of North Da 778,304, but this includes enlistments
I t includes all th e necessary parts. W e shall be Q u ality , not Discount, is w hat counts on our goods.
—leading importers a choice—
kota. Members of the committee op for one, two and three months, as wTell
Then we have an immense line of O ak and W alnut
glad to show the m erits of these machines.
Bed Room Suits, of the latest designs and p atterns,
posed to free coinage are Tracey, of as for longer periods, and some 300,000
ranging in price from $21.50 to $95 for full suits.
I N A L L IT S B R A N C H E S ,
variety
o
f
new
O ur line of Desks, Sideboards, H all S tands, Velvet,
New York ; Williams, of Massachu- men who enlisted at the close of the
Brussels,
In g rain and R ag C a rp et a t bottom prices.
T herefore jye are b e tte r prepared to m eet th e wants
sets ; Taylor, of Illinois ; and Stone war and never saw service. The best
Bod Springs, M attresses and Bedding, Comforts.
Cheviots,
of our customers th an any other place
Dry
Goods,
Dress Goods, Cassim eres, C H O IC E
of Pennsylvania. With nine against authorities estimate the number of
in th e county. Wts a te now pre
Homespuns,
G R O C E R IE S , F ancy M irrors, Easels, Etc.
pared to show a complete '
four the free coinage men confidently men actually engaged in our armies at
—assortm ent in—
DON T TDÉLAY
Habit Cloths,
For Anythu g You May Want goto
predict that a free coinage bill will be about two millions. Pensions had
Camels
Hair,
reported to the House early in the been granted on June 30, 1889, to
O ur new lot ju s t in. All sizes for all people. J u s t
J V C A . F I K Z L E 'Y ’S
a 'n d o t h e r
-session.
630,026 persons, or more than twentyth e rig h t w eights for these cool n ig h ts and morn
SM
Y
R
N
A
,
M
O
Q
U
E
T
T
E
and
o
th
er
rugs
a
t
Novelties
Putting Springer, of Illinois, at the three per cent, of the entire number of
ings.
astonishingly low prices.
head of the Ways and Means commit enlistments, while there were 500,000
IN BEAUTIFUL STYLES.
tee, is taken to indicate that no at claims pending which have been and
My custom ers have beep e.onyipued fn buying
F u rn itu re as well as C arpets, th at' th.ey cgn buy
Wp hpye spine hgpdgome Preys P attern ?, one of a
tempt will be made to formulate a new are being passed at the rate of a
cheaper a t our place th an by going to the cities ; kind, pot to bp fQgn.d |n any o th er stopp |n PottsG O q D S D E L IV E R E D F R E E O F C H A R G E .
tariff' bill, and that the committee will thousand a day.
fu rth er th ey have us sew and lay th e carpets, or d&>
liver and set up all F u rn itu re in first-elass order, town. W e offer again a new line of excellent Home
devote its attention mostly to separ
General Slocum believes the time
free of charge.
spuns, one and an eig h th yard? wide a t 50 cents.
ate measures for the repeal of single lias come when the constant agitation
Bed Springs, M attresses, F eath ers, Bedding, Side T hese are superior to an y th in g offered in P hiladel
E . L. JVEARKLEY,
W e show ope of fbe season’s b est styles
boards,
Sinks,
Lounges,
Couches,
sections of the present tariff law.
ph ia a t th a t price, and pronounced by- some of the
to further extend the pension list
•
F ancy Rockers, &c.
Dress Goods men of several of P h ilad elp h ia’s lead
In F L A IP S .
Holman, of Indiana, being at the should cease. He hopes that it will
I t Cures Colds,Oourhs.SoreThroat,Group,Influsisa«
S hades m ade to order and hung, P ictu re Fram es ing stores to be cheap a t 75 oents.
head of the Appropriation committee be checked for two reasons : first, be
w hooping Coufh, B ronchitis and A sthm a, i t v a l s
m ade to order, alw ays a good stock of m oulding on
«
N
for
Consumption
Is
first
atace*.
and
a
sure relief In
hand.
H ave now added a fine assortm ent of
makes it certain that retrenchment cause the effect of these constant de
W e’ve sold hundreds of yards of this q u ality of
l i m i e d stages. Use at once. Yon w ill
the os>
•client effect a fte r ta k in g tho first dose. Sold M
ROYERSFORD, FA.
will be the order of -the day in that mands must be to lessen the esteem
goods and never knew an y th in g to give b e tte r satis
iHlwsmryvliirt, fctrfttetti
kettle*, 609MHU 4Bd $1.00.
OIL CLOTHS
committee, and if the old practice of and affection which our people have
faction.
To our extensive stock, A ny new work made to orof having all the appropriation bills always felt for the veterans of the late
der. U pholstering and all1 kinds of repairing
H A R T E R N O T IC E .
W e have new goods, all wool, as low as 25 cents
done a t very low prices. M oving atten d ed to,
emanate from that committee was now war, and secondly, because “there is
Notice is hereby given that an application
and
u
p
to
$2.00.
You
m
ay
expect
to
find
th
e
choic
is
to
be made to the Governor of the State of
in vogue, this might mean a great great danger, if we allow the pensionJUST OPENED !
G ive us a call, learn our prices, and be convinced.
Pennsylvania
for the incorporation of a Savings
est Dress Goods, Cloakings, Coats, Capes, Furs,
deal, but when Mr, Carlisle was claim agents to represent the soldiers
Bank, under Act of May 20th, 188», entitled,
At Wissahickon Station on Phila. &
Corsets,
F
a
st
Black
H
osiery
and
Gloves,
a
t
elected Speaker of the House over as a body of comorants who are dis
"An Act to Provide for the Incorporation and
John hi. Bechtel,
R. R., 21st Ward, Philadelphia,
Regulation of Savings Banks and Institutions
Mr. Randall, who was made chairman contented with what they have re
LEADING DEALER IN
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
withoutCapital Stock, established for the En
of the committee on Appropriations, ceived, that sooner or later we shall
couragement of Saving Money.” Said Corpor
a number of the regular appropriation kill fbHe goose that lays the golden
ation
is to be known under the name and style
ANTED.
bills, were taken from that committee., egg.” It is for the interest of the pen
DRY GOODS, TRIMMINGS, CAR of “The Industrial Savings Bank of RoyersA hired man from first of April, 1882.
— 60 STALLS —
254
H
IG
H
ST.,
ford,” to be located In the central section of the
Apply to
WM. PRIZER,
in order to lessen the power of Mr- sion-claim agenf, Lp ppints out, con
borough of Royerslord, at Second Avenue and
dec24.
Collegeville, Pa.
PETS
AND
BOOKS,
POTT8TOWN,
PA.
Randall, and give to other committees, stantly to change ¡our pensiqn laws so
Main
street, in the County of Montgomery and
ALL FREE FOR ONE YEAR!
State
of Pennsylvania. The specific object for
and they have never been restored, so as to enable him fp bring in new
Only one other market in the town,
AN TED !
which said corporation is created is to encourage
that it is possible for extravagant plains, each,of which brings monej7 to
population, 30,000.
Three to five furnished rooms in Evanso r sale i
the saving of money by receiving it from depos
burg or immediate vicinity by a man and wife ;
appropriations to be reported without his coffers, A4 the rate pensions are
A farm of 110 acres of productive laud in
itors in large or small sums, and allowing inter
will
pay
a
good
rent
and
give
first-class
refer
.Apply
at
once
to
WM.
MpFAODENi
Upper
Providence.
Will
be
sold
cheap
and
on
est on the money so deposited.
the concurrence of the Committee on now being granted the claim agents
on the premises.
ence. For further particulars inquire at
-ms. Apply to
THOMAS 0. McGLATHERY,
A p p ro p ria tio n s ,
ary in receipt of $3,50iLDi)i() .a penr, It
THIS OFFICE,
J. M. ZIMMERMAN, CollegevHle, Pa.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
no5-3m
Solicitor,
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Coats, Jackets O U T F I T S

Pure Paris Green, White Helebore and Persian Insect Powder.

E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.

A Full Line of Pure and Fresh Drugs always on hand,
H O L I D A Y

:: G I F T S

I

Thai’s What We H ave!

Main St, Opposite Spare. Norristown. Pa.

Holiday Goods

G. LA N Z’S, No. 211 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa.

6RAND DISPLAY HOLIDAY GOODS

$ a p s t|r a j|e iG r i|r tm

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware.
T-EELEG : R .I E _ A _ S 0 2 S r W

C lo th in g a t

I - A _ S T 7 S T 7 -A .IL

- aid - Lines -

H Y

I

G o tw a ls ’ S to r e

Marble and Granite W orks !

The New Demorest Sewing Machine, $19.50. Cloths and Cassimeres

M ONUM ENTAL W O RK IN M ARBLE OR G R A N ITE,

Store " Goods Dress Goods, Coatings, &c. Fall &W inter
COATS

C a n to ii

PR E S E N T S !

H oliday Gifts,

B o o ts & S h o e s

ladies, Misses and Children

N E W

Dr

M

Bechtel’s Warerooms !

fjousefurnishing

e s

SG

-i-

o o d

S

LEO PO LD ’S!

$2500

Business

Merino Underwear.

f f e g g s

Brussels, Imraii and Ran Caipets,

Grand Depot.

BALSAM

©«-COLORED PLAID"!

2 1 1 ,2 1 3 & 215 M ain S t,

I. E. B rendlinpr C

A Large Market House!

W

W

L e o p o l d’s,

F

Nos. 76, 78.80 ail 82Mail Street

æa

-il
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Home Flashes a i Sparte From Abroad.
—I wish you a happy New Year I May
roses strew your way,
And paths be glad and peaceful on
which you start to-dajv
May golden shafts of sunshine bring
just a little rain
And gracious gifts of pleasure hold
just a shade of pain.
For skies are fairer which the clouds
may sometimes overcast,
And pleasures are the best which come
when grief and pain are past.
And if among your roses the ivy is
entwined
Your heart will beat the nearer to the
heart af all mankind.
I wish you a happy New Year 1 Ah !
who could wish you less ;
May all the tender charities that heal
and soothe and bless
Be scattered at your feet like flowers,
and may you e’er impart
To all the weary souls, of men the joy
within your heart.
For hearts that hold no love know not
the joy 'it is to live ;
Our lives are measured by the joys
which we to others give.
May charity and kindliness your life
and mine imbue.
My joys shall be the brighter for the
joys I wish to you.
— Chicago Herald.
—A Happy New Year to all!
— Resolve not to resolve, unless you
feel pretty sure that you can back up
your resolutions.
—For it will be much easier to re
solve not to resolve and keep the reso
lution than it will be to keep some
other resolutions.
—Though good resolutions, reso
lutely complied with, are always in or
der* every day in the year.
—Don’t undertake too much the
first day of the year 1892.
—A little something well done is
better than a big contract unfinished.
—Prof. J. H. Harley, principal of
the Conshohocken schools,, was in
town beginning of the present week.
—Neighbor G. Z. Vandersliee, of
the firm of Gristock & Vandersliee, is
in the clutches of the grip. We trust
he will soon escape.
—Rosenberry & Son will sell a lot
of western horses at the Valley House,
Skippack, l.qxt Monday afternoon.
See adver.
.—Neighbor Saylor, proprietor of
the new Marble Yard, is ready for
business and plenty of it. See his
adver,
-=The Christmas number of A. R.
Horne’s National Edvcator, Allentown,
contains the portraits of a number of
the County Superintendents of the
State, including that of Prof. R. F.
Hoffecker, the efficient Superintendent
of this county.
—Ex-Senator Royer distributed a
number of turkeys among his friends
at the right time last week, and our
“purp” has reason to know that the
scribe was not forgotten.
—The cider from ’Squire Zimmerman
was also duly appreciated.
—R. P. Baldwin is executing a
number of excellent crayon portraits.
Jf you want first-class work done
in this line, very reasonable, send ip
your ordeis. See adver.
—ChriSi'?111 Detwiler removed from
JjQwer Providence to the farm pntil
lately occupied by. J. H. (Casselberry,
(his tpwnship.
—Daniel H; Buekwalter, of near
frappe, has embarked in the carpet
Weaving bpsiness. Read his card.
—The person who by mistake tqpk
Mrs. Cresipgef's umbrella at the
Christmas Festival at St. Luke’s will
please return the same to that lady, at
Trappe, and receive their own.
—Mrs. John L. Burkert, who re
sided with her son-in-law, John
Oelschlaeger, Barbadoes street, Norris
town, was buried at Wentz’s church,
Worcester, yesterday. Cancer was
the cause of her death. Her age was
56 years.
—There will be a shooting match
for ducks, geese and chickens, on New
Year’s day at the Lower Rrovidence
Driving Park.
—The Rational Bank of Royersford
has declared a dividend pf 2^ per cent,
on its entire capital stock of $150.000.
srcGbseyve Rnlp and Wagner’s new
advertisement.
—“Make short prayers if your horse
is standing in the rain,” is the advice
of a Bucks county pastor. As friend
J. G. Fetterolf would say, we see evi
dence of that pastor’s future great
ness. ,—When a man starts out to reform
himself, he has undertaken a job that
will keep him busy for life.
—Just a hint: We will mail a pile
of bills this week. We expect to hear
from all who receive statements, in a
short time.
DEATHS AT THE ALMSHOUSE.
December 22, Jones Suppléé, aged
—, had been in the institution about
six years.
December 26, Andrew Swartz, aged
about 92, one of the oldest inmates.
December 27, Elisha Tpmlinspn,
aged about 69 yeprs.

PROM BLACK ROCK.

CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES.
MONTHLY MEETING.
Christmas,
1891, wrill be remembered
A regular monthly meeting of the
Gollegeville Union will be held at the as having been a dull one from the
home of Mrs. J. S. Weinberger on weather standpoint. The brightness
and good uheer Of the period within
Wednesday, January 6, at 3 p. m.
doors was in striking contrast with
the fog and rain and corresponding
NOT SOLD.
gloom without. The Sunday School
Ambrose Dettra, real estate agent of festivals at the various churches an
Norristown, offered the fine brick nounced in our last issue were interest
mansion on Broadway, until recently ing and attractive and furnished the
owned "by Tlieo. Hallman, at public children much enjoyment.
sale Monday afternoon. The property
At Trinity church, this place, the
was bid to $6900 and withdrawn.
attendance of the School was very
good and of the general public fair,
CHRISTMAS AT THE SCHOOL.
considering the weather. The service
The day before Christmas the used gave much satisfaction aud the
teachers of the Collegeville grammer recitations by different scholars, and
and primary schools, Mr. Mensch and the singing by the school and church
Three
Miss Casselberry, treated their pupils choir was well received.
to oranges and bananas, &c. Mr. scholars and one teacher received tes
Mensch received a handsome lamp timonials for having been present at
from his admiring hopefuls, while the every session of the school during the
little folks remembered their teacher year. A. H. Hendricks Esq., was also
given a testimonial in the shape of a
in various ways.
purse containing $23, to which he
neatly replied. The collection lifted
SCHOOL HOUSES ROBBED.
for the Bethany Orphan’s Home
Tuesday evening, last week, the Wonielsdorf, Berks county, amouuted
Cherry Tree school house, near Eagle- to $34. Superintendent F. G! Hobson
ville, was entered by thieves and a conducted the services and Assistant
Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary and Superintendent, Dr. Stibitz, made the
the teacher’s clock stolen. The door presentation speeches.
was forced open with a jimmy. The
same night $23 worth of books from
CHRISTMAS AT THE ALMSHOUSE.
the new library purchased by money
collected by "the children, were stolen
A correspondent writes : Never be
from the school house at Creamery.
fore under Almshouse management
was Christmas observed as this year.
AN EXCITING CHASE.
No labor or time was spared to make
Over fifty riders from Montgomery, all feel that the gladdest day of the
Berks and Chester counties partici year for rich and poor ''as Christmas.
pated in a fox chase Christmas Day The first object of surprise that greet
at Crooked Hill. The fox, after a ed all on Christmas morning was an
short run, took refuge in a barn at the immense tree laden with many little
Pleasant View Hotel, where he was trinkets. Santa Oiaus apppeared as
captured by the hunters. He was big as life and twice as natural. The
again let out and after an exciting dining room was decorated with laurel.
chase was caught on the Hucker farm After breakfast the tables were all
in the vicinity of the Pruss hills and spread with white and the usual order
of serving meals entirely set aside.
was torn to pieces.
The next surprise and that which
filled the inner man was dinner.
A REMARKABLE JURY.
A Northampton county jury, lately Chickens were served in adundance,
rendered a novel verdict. After find with mashed potatoes, beans, pickles
ing the defendant not guilty of the and buns, so arranged that all could
charge, the costs were divided in four help themselves. For supjier cakes,
equal parts. The prosecutrix was apples and oranges were equally di
directed to pay one-fourth, the defen vided amongall. Nowhere was Christ
dant one-fourth, the constable who mas more gratefully received than at
made the arrest one-fourth, and the Montgomery’s Home for the poor, for
justice of the peace who make the re it was a home feast and not allowance.
The young were delighted, the old
turn one-fourth.
cheered, and all who contributed to
make it a success can feel their givings
ROAD DAMAGES.
well invested.
The sum of $35,000 was expended
by the Commissioners in road and
THE ROYER FAMILY CONCERT.
street.damages dnring the past year.
Of this amount Pottstown received
The concert in the College chapel
$12,919.50, or about 31 per cent, of the Saturday evening for the benefit of
entire sum. Norristown received $6,- Rev. A. R. Thompson was a success
037.44, or 17 per cent. Together the from a financial standpoint and one of
two boroughs received 47 per cent., the best musical entertainments ever
while they represent only about one- given in this community. As much
fourth of the population of the county. talent from abroad displayed in this
Pottstown had better bag her head on section, as was manifested by home
street damages for a few years.
talent Saturday evening, would be
talked about for a month. However
1500 MEMBERS.
we have reason to know that home
There are fifteen hundred Grangers talent in this instance received much
in Montgomery county, members of praise, and that isn’t alwa3'S the case,
the following Granges : Keystone you know. The vocal and instru
Grange, Trappe ; Sanatoga, of Sana- mental duets by Mr. and Mrs. Rauch,
toga ; Harmony, Skippack; Penny- the clarionet solos by Carl, the guitar
pack, Fort Washington ; Cold Point, solos by Joseph, the bass solos by
Narcissa ; Merion, King-of-Prussia, Ralph, the flute and clarionet solos by
and Wissahickon, of Spring House. Ralph and Carl, and so on to the end,
Harmony Grange, at Skippack, is the were exceedingly well rendered, and
youngest of all the Granges, but owns Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Royer, of Trappe,
a hall and is in a flourishing condition. may well take pride in their musical
progeny. At the conclusion of the
concert Mr. Rauch made a statement,
A WATCHMAN GAGGED.
which contained thanks to those pre
Four daring burglars broke into the sent and to all who contributed to
office of the Ashland Paper Mill at wards a most worthy object of charity,
West Manayunk shortly after midnight and the following figures : Contri
Sunday morning, bound and gagged buted, $3.00 ; Tickets sold by Joseph,
the watchman, blew open the safe and $4.25 ; offering, Infant School of St.
set fire to the office, They obtained Luke’s, $4,00 ; Mrs. Royer solicited
$70 in cash for their nefarious work. and contributed, $23.00 ; Mr, Rauch
The watchman, George Day, was first sold tickets, $28.50 ; aggregating
knocked down. When he regained $62.75, The amount $2.50, received
consciousness he found himself tied at the door, made the total $65,25 ;
hand and fqott The burglars extin which has been handed to the Rev. Mr.
guished the tire before much damage Thompson. A number of persons
was done by the flames,
have kindly announced their purpose
to send private contributions to Mr.
TO $E PLACED ON A BETTER FOOTING. Thompson, and of course they will do
The stockholders of the Fanners’ so.
and Mechanics’ National Bank of
Phceni^ville, with a view of placing
FROM LOWER PROVIDENCE.
that institution on a better financial
The Y. W. C. T. U. of Lower Provi
footing, having resolved to subscribe
$25,000 towards the capital.
No dence will hold its regular monthly
additional stock will be issued and meeting at the residence of Mr. T.
stockholders are expected to subscribe Elwood Rogers, on Saturday evening,
pro rata to the fund ; those who do January 2, 1892. All are welcome.
not will suffer an impairment of their
The Christmas entertainment of the
shares to the amount of their respec
Lower Providence Baptist Sunday
tive assessments.
School will be held on Thursday even
ing, December 31. An interesting pro
RELIGIOUS.
gram has been prepared aud all are
M. E. church, Evansburg. Sabbath cordially invited to attend.
school at 9.30 a. m., every Sabbath.
The pupils of Hollow School, as a
Preaching, 10.45 a. m., and every Sab
token of their esteem presented their
bath evening at 7.30.
teacher, Miss Mummert, with a hand
Episcopal service at St. James’
Evansburg every Sunday at 10:30 a. m., some toilet ®et and case.
Sunday School, 2 p. m. A-lso a ser
Miss Lizzie Reiner, teacher at
vice at Royersford at 7 p. m. Rev. Cassel’s School, Skippack, received
A. J, Barrow, Rectoi'i
from her pupils eighteen different and
useful articles representing as many
A two weeks’ series of evening families.
All the Christmas gifts are
meetings will be held in Trinity church, very much appreciated
by the teacher.
this place, commencing January 3,
1892. Following are the services
Master Ambrose Moyer of the West
arranged for the first week :
Chester Normal Sehool is spending
January 3d, Sunday, sermons by the holiday week at home at Eagleville.
pastor; morning text, St. Luke The change in his voice amounts to a
24:49 ; theme, The Sourse of Spirit couple of notes higher.
ual Power; Evening text,John 1:42;
Rev. C. R. Brodhead preached on
theme, Leading Souls to Jesus.
last Sabbath from St. Mark, 14th
January 4th, Monday, sermon by Rev. chapter, 41 and 42.
C. R. Brodhead; text, John 5.27-29;
The remains of Matthew Law’s
theme, A Leader Worth Following.
January 5th, Tuesday, Rev. G. W. widow whose former residence was near
Williaid, D.D., text, Matthew 6:33 ; Providence Square, were buried at
theme, The Soul’s Supreme Concern. the Presbyterian cemetery last Sab
January 6th, Wednesday, Rev Geo. bath.
Stibitz, Ph. I)., text, Psalm 32:2 ;
The friends of Mrs. Frederick
^theme, The Forgiveness of Sin.
Wagner, of Mont Clare, pelebrat^d
January 7th, Thursday, Rev. S. O. her 42d birthday anniversary last
Perry, text, Joshua 24:19; theme, Saturday. Tiie unexpected appear
ance pf no less than forty-five wellHindrances tq Serving Gqd.
January 3th, Friday, Rev. James I. wishers gyeatly surprised the lady,
Gqpd, D.p., theme The Gospel Cal1. The occasion was quite interesting.
The regaining evenings of the series A fair representation was present from
will be provided for, the services to Lower Providence,
be dhly announced Jater. Evening
The traveling community would be
Services, will begin fit 7:30 o’clock, greatly obliged if our County Com
and to attend them all the general missioners would repair the road bed
public is cordially invited,
of Skippack bridge on the Ridge pike
at any early date. Will Supervisor
Deafness Can’t be Cured
Cleaver kindly oall the attention of
By local applications, as they cannot reach the the Commissioners in that direction ?
diseased portion of the ear, There is only one
Z.
way to cure Deafness, and that is by constitu-

Thieves broke into Garwood School
house on Christmas Eve, opd besides
ransacking the desks broke the hang
ing lamp which belongs to the school,
Harry Keeley, who has been in
Philadelphia under the eare of a
physician for some time, spent bis
Christmas with his parents at Black tuttonal re me ies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Rock.
X.
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets inflamed
Strength and Health.
If you are not feeling strong and hea'thy, try
Electric Bitters. If “ La Grippe has left you
weak and weary, use Electric Bitters. This
remedy acts directly on Liver, 8tomach and
Kidneys, gently aiding those organs to perform
their functions. If you are afflicted with Sick
Headache, you will find speedy and permanent
relief by taking Electric Bitters. One trial will
convince you that this is the remedy you need.
Large bottles only 50c., at Culbert's Drug

Store.

6

you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed Deafness is the re
sult, and unless the inflammation can be taken
out and thl tube restored to the normal condi
tion, hearing will be destroyid forever ; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh, which is
nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mu
cous surfaces. We will give One Hundred Dol
lars for an v case of Deafness (caused by ca
tarrh) that we cannot cure by taking Hall’s
Catarrh Cure. Stnd for circulars, free. F. J.
CHENEY <fc CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by J. W. Culbert, Druggist, Collegeville,
Pa., 75 cents.

A PRESIDENT CANED.
At the last annual meeting of the
Farmers’ Union Horse Company of
Fairview, held on the 5th inst., it was
unanimously decided to present the
President, David Trueksess, with a
gold-headed cane, to show their hearty
appreciation of the one who has pre
sided over their Company for more
than 46 years. V.ee President David
Roberts and Treasurer A. J. Saylor
were appointed a committee to carry
out the wishes of the Company. The
committee appointed the 24th inst. as
the time and the home of the Presi
dent the place for the formal presenta
tion. Had the weather been pleasant
the whole Company would doubtless
have been present. Those who came
met at the Secretary’s home, near by,
and proceeded in a body in command
of A. J. Saylor to the President’s
home. Mr. Trueksess was completely
surprised, the doings of the members
in the cane enterprise having been ac
complished very quietly. David Rob
erts made the presentation speech,
which contained expressions of the
warmest friendship and feeling. He
referred to the long service of the
honored President ; to the wise judg
ment he always exercised in his de
cisions, and to the harmony and good
feeling that always existed in the
Company, through storm and sun
shine. In receiving the gift, Mr.
Trueksess spoke of the time when the
Company was organized in 1832 with
56 members and stated that all of these
had passed away excepting the speaker
and David S. Heebner of Lansdale.
In reviewing the history of the Company the President stated that every
stolen horse, except one, had been re
covered, and that the present memltership numbered 103, all living within a
radius of four miles of Fairview Vil
lage. He recommended a division of
the funds of the Company, thus reduc
ing the cost of initiation whereby the
young men of"the neighborhood would
be encouraged to join the Company,
for, said the President, “we are getting
old and want young blood in it.1’ The
committee read several letters of re
gret from those who could not he
present. The Trueksess Orchestra
was present and rendered some of
their choice selections. After partak
ing of refreshments all returned to
their homes feeling that they had spen.t
an afternoon long to be remembered.

FROM LIMERICK.
Good-bye, Old Year.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Cole spent
Christmas Day at the residence of Mr.
David R. Buekwalter in Phcenixville.
Lillie Hr Johnson celebrated Christ
mas in her school by decorating the
school room and having an entertain
ment. Candies and oranges were
shared to the pupils, when they in turn
surprised her with a handsome present.
W. S. Price, a young man of con
siderable ability, has purchased an in
terest in the Grander Stove Works of
Royersford. Mr. Price is a son of
Jacob H. Price and taught school at
Trappe several years ago.
Jacob Custer and family are suffer
ing from an attack of the grip.
Samuel Harley, son of Isaac Har
ley, of Virginia, formerly of Limerick,
spent the holidays in this locality.
Prof. Hoffecker will hold a Local
Teachers’ Institute at Sanatoga in
place of Limerick Square, on Friday
and Saturday, February 6 and.7.
The Holy Communion was adminis
tered in $t. Luke’s church, Trappe,
last Sunday, The pastoir was assisted
by Dr. Super and Rev. H. T. Spangler.
Mr. Hibshman preached an appropri
ate sermon from St. Matthew 26 : 26-27.
The Christmas entertainment on
Christmas Eve, in St. Luke’s church,
Trappe, was a very successful affair.
The goodly number present were well
repaid for venturing out through the
darkness and mud. The first attraction was the magnificent Christmas
tree—beautifully and elaborately dec
orated, at the base of which there was
a variegated scenery of fox, opossum,
an English pheasant, birds, frog, large
sized doll, and a fountain of running
water which turned a wheel and then
flowed down over rocks and moss to
the valley below. In connection with
the rendition of a song sendee, en
titled “The Chimes of Judea,” by the
school under the leadership of Mr. W.
G. Welsh, there were tworecitations—
one by.Li.lie Stone and the other by
Willie B. Johnson—both of which
were well rendered. Rev. H. T. Spang
ler aptly drew some illustrations from
the surroundings. A prominent feature
of the program was the presentation
of a sum of money to the pastor by
Elder P. Williard, who made an ext
cel lent speech, to which Mr- Hibshman
responded in a touchingly beautiful
manner. Wr, Willierd also presented
Mr. Welsh, in behalf, of the school, a
sum of money, to which Mr, Welsh
made a beautiful reply. A full account
of this entertainmeut will appear in
the next issue of St. -Luke’s Chronicle.
Mrs. Tobias Reifsnyder, the aged
mother of Peter W. Reifsnyder, was
buried from the residence of her son
on Monday. Services and intermeut
at Limerick church, Rev. Mr. Schmidt
of the Lutheran church officiating.
The Literary Society will render an
interesting program on Friday evening
of this, week, New Year’s evening.
Music by Sextette ; Select Readings,
Milton R. Wanner and Lillie H. John
son ; Declamations, David Rittenhouse
and Gurney Fry ; Answering Referred
Questions ; Essay, C. W. Johnson ;
Instrumental Solo, Elma B. Rambo ;
Reading of the “Item” by tbe Editor ;
Violin Sqlo, Laura B. Johnson ; Ques
tion fqy <1isdissiyin is : Resolved, That
man is justified in acting according to
public opinion ; Vocal Solo, Essie
Hoskins ; Music by Sextette, Don’t
fail to attend this meeting,
Correspondence.

“HAMMER HOLLOW" AND THE AUGER
8T0RY,
Mb. E ditor :-~In your issue of the
24th, I read the selected article “Dis
coveries by Accident” ; and perhaps I
can impart you some information
about the auger and “Hammer Hol
low,” and something about the latter
that will be amusing if not interesting.
You will observe it was and is not at
Valley Forge.
A Little Girl’s Experienee in a Lighthouse.
“Hammer Hollow” is in a very re-'
Mr. anil Mrs. Loren Treseott are keepers of
the Gov. Lighthouse at Sand Beach, Mich., and tired, sequestered place, about threeare blessed with a daughter, four years old. fourths of a mile due north of the
Last April she was taki-n t own with measles,
followed with a dreadful cough and turning Lancaster pike at Berwyn, Chester
into fever. Doctors at home -and at Detroit county, in an exquisitely romantic
treated her, but in vain ; she grew worse rapid glen, through which runs a stream
]y, until she was a mere “ handful of bones." having a great fall and steady volume
TheD the tried Dr. King’s New Discovery and
after (he use of two and a half bottles, was of water, that for a century past has
completely cured. They say Dr. King’s New furnished the power for several mills,
Discovery is worth Its weight In gold, yet yon In former yeai's a “Tilt-fiapimer’'*'was
may get a trial bottle free at J. W. Culbert’s
Drug Store.
6 1 locate«! $t the uppey ‘dain, while a saw

and slitting mill, as well as a turning this spring-like, unseasonable weather
lathe were situated lower down the in winter, which is so disastrous to
ravine. From the noise of the ham health, we must look confidently to it
mer echoing back and forth through closing up with storms of rain or
N imrod.
the ravine the locality became known snow or l>oth combined.
as “Hammer Hollow.” Many are the
legends Rnd weird tales told of this
Baeklen’s Arnica Salve.
little valley and its inhabitants.
The best salve 1n the world for cuts, bruises,
As regards the auger, the story goes sores, ? leers, salt rheum, fever sores, tetter,
as follows: Two boys were playing chapped hands, chilblains, corns, and all skin
and positively cures Piles, or no pay
in this glen early one morning in the eruptious,
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisspring of 1774, which is the correspon fact on, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per
ding year to j our (selected) statement. Forbox. sale at Culoert’s Drue StoreThey had in their hand a piece of hoop
iron, turning it around and around in
U B L IC SA L E O F
the ground, and it soon became twist P
ed and brought out the dirt at every
FRESH COWS !
turn. A laboring man, perhaps one
A LOT OF SHOAT8
of those mentioned in the article, pass
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
ing noticed the jieenliarities and
7,1892, at Bmoyer’s hotel, Trappe,
thought of the possibility of making JANUARYfresh
cows direct from Cumber- Y7
a tool for boring wood on the same jj§^2LJaiid fount}', where tha big milk-XDcfcr
principle. He tried it and found it a ersgrow. Also 100 shoats—the finest I ever
to Trappe. A lot of sheep at private
great improvement over the pod auger brought
sale. ‘Sale to commence at 1 o’clock. Condi
then in use and it became the forerun tions by
JAMES WYNKOOP.
ner of the screw anger of the present W. M. Pearson, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
day. Now for a legend about the
OME TO OITR F IR S T H O R S E
“Hollow” :
S a le lo r 1892.
Just before the Revolution, when
tbe iron mills were running up to their To be held on SATURDAY, JANUARY 2,1802,
at the Valley House Stock
capacity, a traveler from Philadelphia,
Yards, Skippack, Pa., and see|
whose business called him there,
how low horses can really be
stopped for the night at a small inn sold, if the dealer is willing
for small profits and brings into play
near the upper dam. The next morn to work
experience gained in a business career of
ing, shortly after arising, he heard his the
nearly thirty years in the trade. Everybody
hostess tell her daughter to kill a nowadays has to work for small pay and we
have
marshalled our forces, wheeled them into
couple of snakes for the gentleman’s j line and
fire on high prices at Skippack on
breakfast. While hardly believing, he ! the aboveopen
date. Come and see
ROSENBERRY & SON.
still determined to investigate; so fol
lowing tbe little girl out he asked
where she was going. Her reply was ! p R I V A T E SA L E OF
not that she was “Going-a-milking,”
H O R S E S !
but on a snake-killing expedition.
I have at my stables fifteen horses, including
Soon after her return breakfast was
draught horses and a number of
announced, and the guest surveyed the good
pleasant drivers and general workers.,
table with a great misgiving, but saw Three mares with foal. They will be
nothing which savored of writhing sold at very low figures, as low. as any
body can afford to sell the same kind of stock.
\ reptiles. After partaking of a not Come
and see them.
very sumptuous fare, four fried eggs
D. H. CASSDLBERRY,
Lower Providence, Pa.
the story goes, he asked for an explan 31dec.
ation of the snake order, when she ex
plained to him that snakes were so j p l J B L I C S A L E O F
plentiful in the “Hollow” that they al
Personal Property!
ways got the hens’ eggs' before she
could collect them ; so whenever eggs
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
were wanted they sent to the "hen DECEMBER 31, 1891, at Dorworth’s Hotel,
house and watched for black snakes, I rappe, Upper Providence township, the follow
property : Two good horses ; two
and killed them to recover one or two ing personal
farm wagons, one with iron axles and
eggs from each.
as g< od as new ; 2 fallingtop carriages,
^double seated carriage, express wagon,
We might further state that the
light buggy, wheelbarrow, horse rake,
Great Valley Baptist Church, sur roller, mowing
machine, fodder cutter, forks,
rounded by the graves of generations rakes, hoes, scoop and other shovels, rope and
of worshippers, is just a short distance pulleys, corn cutters, post’ spade and stamper,
hoe, ditching hoe, cow and other
south of this “Hollow.” This church, grubbing
chains, 2 vises, pair of ice tongues, sleigh run
the oldest in Pennsylvania, was ereeted ners, a fine lot of Leghorn chickens, a lot of
in 1710. The Rev. David Jones, the Plymouth Rock chickens and other chickens ;
2 sets pf stage harness, 3 sets of light
fighting parson of Wayne’s brigade, chest,
harness, set of express harness, 1 set of light,
was for many years its pastor. In double harness, halters and bridles, barrels, gin
September, 1777, after destroying the cask, kegs, plow, harrow,cultivator, cornfodder
the bundle, &c, Household Goods : Reds,
parson’s home but failing to catch the by
bedding, carpet of different kinds, spring mat
parson, General Howe, for further ven tresses, four stoves—parlor and others; pots,
geance, gave orders *to ransack and pans, d’shes of ail kinds, knives and forks,
in great variety, lamps of diflerent
pillage the church, and British rage spoons
kinds, looking glasses, large sideboard 100 years
and spite were wreaked on the holy old, stand, tables, Cane and Windsor chairs, set
vessels and furniture of the old sanc p rior furniture, writing desk ; all the bar-room
fixtures-r-chairs, liable, stove, wood chest, bench,
tuary.
W. E. C.
hanging lamp, bottles, flasks, tumblers, beer

C

LETTER FROM NORRISTOWN.
Few people consider the excesses or
redundancy in our state and national
legislation, winch by this time, especi
ally in our peaceful inland Common
wealth, ought to be as fixed and stable
as the ten commandments. We see
there is a movement to call back to the
legislature, or rather to send forward
to the halls of legislation men of ex
perience in law-making assemblies, and
of wisdom gained from experience and
years of- learning and labor in the vari
ous governmental departments of our
Republic. Good news.
Our present laws are so crude that
the Supreme Judges of Pennsylvania
issued a call from the Bench to repeal
the pernicious laws relating to appeals
to the Supreme Court and the rules of
pleading; and all men of any ability,
and of integrity not tainted with the
demagogue, at the Bar in the State to
day join in their prayer, and you know
the prayer of the righteous Judge
availeth much.
It really seems that just now it
would be well to call a bait, and stop
ami take a retrospective view ; to send
the legislative roosters home to their
barn yards and let the professional
legislators and lobbyists sing for a few
years.
But tbe Rooster has gone to his nest
And the liar lies down in bis lair ;
Even here is a season of rest,
And I to my cabbage repair.

It would make an article too long
for any ten newspapers to give in detail
the exaggeration and reiteration of the
legislation of the last 30 years in
Pennsylvania. About every other ses
sion some member makes known the
fact that he is in attendance at Harris
burg by proposing a new legal holiday
or re-establishing an old one, First
we had the gopd old Sunday law,
making the first day of the week ft
legal holiday as contradistinguished
from the 7tb day or Sabbath of the
Jews, which law in 1892 gives us 53
holidays ; and now we have January i,
February 22, Good Friday, May 30,
July 4, September 1, December 25,
Thauksgiving, and every Saturday
after 12 o’clock, noon, from June 15 till
September 15 inclusive, making 68
legal holidays during this new year,
besides feasts, festivals, funerals, elec
tions, school conventions and other
dies non juridicus which may follow
official proclamations or laws 1
I have examiued my diary back to
I860—1 will not now say how much
farther back it extends—to see if we
ever had a milder winter or rather
Christmas week than this of 1891. I
confess I did not keep my record with
any special reference to the weather ;
but always, when a spring day occur
red on Christmas it is noted ; and so
with the bitter cold ; qr just snow or
just storms, oy extyaqi/tlinary events.
I find that in 1890 at Christmas, about
midnight, a heavy snow storm set in,
and continued all next day with rain ;
in 1889 i( was a warm, summer-like
day ; 1888, beautiful weather aud
spring-like ; 1887, cold and clear ;
1886, nothing unusual ; 1885' remark
ably warm ; 1884, nothing special ; ’83
go<id sleighing; ’82, nothing men
tioned ; ’81, Sunday, fine day ; ‘80,
sleighing ; ’79, fair ; 78, usual ; 77,
like spring—planted a poplar tree ;
’76, good sleighing ; ’75, usual ; ’74,
usual ; ’73, fine ; ’72, heavy snow
storm, 10£ p. m., continuing next day ;
snow 2^ ieet deep ; ’71, clear ; ’70,
usual ; ’69, big snow on the 6th, sleigh
ing 8th, 9th &c., and a summer day on
the 31st; ’68, usual, but snowed all
day the 26th ; ’67, sleighing ; ’66,
usual; ’65, fair; ’64, fair; ’63, nothing
special ; ’62, fair ; ’61, fair ; ’60, cold.
This Christmas of 1891 in Norristown
was a day of mist and fog, almost
amounting to rain, and the 26th was
all rain and mist, but the weather was
warm. So you will perceive that it is
no unusual thing to have warm weather
about the latter part of December;
but the spell always closes with rain
or snow, and never with clear cold at
mosphere. Hence when we ewfiwi’e

glasses, demijohns, &c. Also about 100 bushels
of apples—Smith’s Cider, Winesaps, Carthouse,
Russets and other varieties. M»ny articles not
specified above will be hunted up by day of sale.
Sale at 1 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
J. R. DORWORTH.
W. M. Pearson, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.

J j R I V A T E SALE O F A

Mill Property!
Will be sold at private sale the old and well
known Grist and Saw Mill Property, together
with a Frame House and one Acre of Landj at
Yerkes 'Station. The fixtures of th$
r 11 «Si
include a boiler and an engine in
■■■■mULexcellent order, and all necessary conJJLiyyjiiS veniences. Both the mill building and
house are in very good repair. This property
will be sold on reasonable terms. For further
particulars apply to
ono.
ISAAC STEARLY, Yerkes, Pa.
o r sale o r exch ang e

For city property, a farm of 56 acres with
F
good orchard, east of Lutheran church, Trappe,

Pa. Two-and-a-half story brick house, 11
rooms, in good condition ; new bam and out
buildings ; good spring ; stream of water run
ning entire length of farm. For further par
ticulars apply at
10dec4t.
THIS OFFICE.
R IF A T E SA L E O F

P

REAL ESTATE !
A small farm situated in Upper Providence
Township, a short distance west of Trappe, con
taining 5 acres and 32 perches of the best land
in Montgomery county. The improvements are
complete and in excellent order. Stone House,
36x28 feet, having 12 rooms ; 4 rooms on each
floor, cellar under whole house ; rear
fi «f f |j|| porch and front portico. Barn 38x26
I*1** JgL feet, wagon house attached ; also all
necessary outbuildings in good repair.
Ample supply of excellent water. There is also
a large and very productive apple orchard on
the place, together with all other fruit trees and
vines in great abundance. This is a model
home in every respect with its convenient buiidings, good fences and rich soil. It is within
easy access of business places, schools, churches,
etc. This property will be sold on easy terms.
Apply to the undersigned, owner, residing
thereon.
20au.
JACOB RITTENHOUSE.

INVESTMENTS:
There are no better nor safer investments than
F ir s t M ortgages on City or Town Real
Estate
1 am prepared to make such investments in
any amount at the best rates of interest.
Gall on or address,

S . 33. L A T S H A ‘W,
INURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENT,

ROYERSFORD, PA.
: National Bank of Royersford,
Royersford ; National Bank of Spring City,
Spring City ; A. D. Fetterolf, Collegeville ; H.
W. Kratz, Norristown.
15oc3m
R eferences

!
Estate of Valentine Kratz, late of Upper
E
Providence, Montgomery county, deceased. Let
s t a t e n o t ic e

ters testamentary upon said estate having been
grauted to the undersigned, notice is hereby
given that all persons indebted to the same are
requested to make immediate settlement, and
those having claims against the estate will pre
sent their claims, duly authenticated, without
delay to
H. W. KRATZ, Executor,
12nov.
Norristown, Pa.
IR E X F IR E .—N o t ic e !
The members of the Union Mutual Fire
and Storm Insurance Company are hereby noti
fied that a contribution was levied on November
12,1891, on each policy, equal to premium
thereon, and that Andrew Supplee, Treasurer of
said Company, will attend at the office of the
Company, Swede Street, opposite the Court
House, in the Borough of Norristown, to re
ceive said assessment.
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax will
date from December 1,1891.
Persons sending money by mail must accom
pany it by postage for return of receipt.
26no6t.
ANDREW SUPPLEE, Treasurer.

F

i r e t a x n o t ic e x

jp iT B L I C S A L E O F

Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 13, 1892, on the farm belong ng to
Bridget Gallagher, in Upper Providence town
ship, y2 mile west of Montgomery Almshouse,
the following personal property belonging to the
estate,of John Bauer, deceased : 2 horses. No.
1, a black mare 7 years old, sound,
kind and gentle, good worker single O’
/.double and safe for a lady to drive.
No. 2, a hay mare 14 years old, sound
and kind and an excellent worker. 6 cows,
some will have calves by day of sale ;
pair of chickens by the pound. Farm
wagon, 3-iuch tread, good as new ; one narrow
tread farm wagon in good order ; a good mar
ket dearbon for one or two horses, witn pole and
shafts ; carriage ; sleigh, nearly new ; hay lad
ders 18 feet long, a Walter A. Wood mowing
machine in good order ; reaper, threshing ma
chine (Buckwaiter’s) in good order ; cornsheller, windmill, 2 sets of stat e harness, one
set of carriage harness, blind and headhalters,
collars, double tind siDgle lines, horse blanket.
2 sets of short trace , set of breast chains, cow
and other chains ; Syracuse plow, 2 hoe har
rows, drag harrows, forks, shovels, hof s, rakes,
grindstone, hay hook, rope and pulleys, 2 grain
cradles, scythe and briar hook, saddler’s bench,
2 trestles, scoop shovel, half-bushel measure, 3
corn cutters, ladder, flail, chicken coops, bushel
basket, horse bucket, feed trough, scalding tub,
feed chest, lot of picks and stone hammers, row
boat, 3 hives of bees, corn by the bushel, cornfodder by the bundle, bay aud straw by the ton,
40 bushels of potatoes, 5 acres of grain in the
ground. Also many other articles not here
specified. Sale to commence promptly at one
o’clock. Conditions : 4 months credit on sums
of $20 and upward
ANNIE C. BAUER, Administratrix
W. M. Pearson, auct. L. R. Rosenberger, clerk.
Also at the same time and place will be sold
the farm belonging to the undersigned, located
as stated above, and consisting of thirty-four
acres and eleven perches of land, to
gether with a two-story stone house,
«containing five large rooms, a fine barn
ft with stabling for 12 cows and 2 horses ;
large overshoot in front ; and all other neces
sary improvements. Plenty of excellent water.
Ibis land is in a high state of cultivation and
cannot be surpassed for trucking. Will be sold
on easy terms. Conditions at sale by
BRIDGET GALLAGHER.

o t ic e t o g u n n e r s x

The undersigned hereby give notice that
N
all gunners and sportsmen are forbidden to tres

The members of the Perkiomen Valley
F
Mutual Fire and Storm Insurance Company: of

Montgomery County are hereby notified that a
contribution of one dollar on each one thousand
dollars for which they are insured, was levied
on November 5,1891, to pay losses recently sus
tained. Payment will be made to tbe same per
sons who have heretofore acted as collectors/or
to the Secretary at his office in Collegeville.
Extract from the Charter.—“ And if any mem
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect to
pay his or her assessment within forty days after
the'publication of the same, twenty per cent, of
the assessment will be added thereto; and if
payment be delayed for fifty days longer, then
his, her or their, policy shall become suspended
until payment shall have been made.”
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax will
date from November 23,1891.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
Collegeville, Pa., Nov. 23,1891.
.
The Board of Directors of the Montgom
O
ery County Almshouse have repeatedly request
u t d o o r r e l ie f

ed the storekeepers through the daily and weekly
papers to report the names of all undeserving
persons who are receiving out-door relief; we
are sorry to say some storekeepers disregarded it
entirely, as upon investigation by the Board we
found some persons receiving such relief who
own property and some who had horse and cart
in employment, and others receiving pensions,
&c., which is not only an imposition upon the
taxpayers, but detrimental to the interest of
those wards who are aged and decrepit or maim
ed and who through necessity are compelled to
ask charity from the county, as it is impossible
for the Board to investigate the worthiness of
every applicant; therefore frequently the Board
looks upon a deserving application with suspi
cion from the source it came. If the out-door
relief continues to increase as rapidly in the
future as in the past, the Directors will be com
pelled to abolish it altogether, as it is becoming
burdensome. Some counties have no out-door
relief, all indigent persons who are deserving re
lief go to County Home. The Board have de
cided all persons entitled to out-door relief are
of the following class : An aged man and wile
w’ho are decrepit and no children able to support
them or no other means of support, and widows
with small children to maintain without any
other means of support; all others who are de
serving of ebarity will be admitted to County
Home, where they will receive every attention,
such as their condition may require. We also
request all Justices of the Peace to refrain from
filling up and affixing their signatures and seal
to applications for out-door relief, only the
above named class, which will save a great deal
of annoyance to the Directors and disappoint
ment to the applicant, together with saving the
expense of Justice’s of the Peace’s charge.
We also further resolved all persons requiring
constant medical attendance, suffering from
chronic diseases, be removed to County Hospital
as far as practicable. We request physicians to
report all such cases to the Board, otherwise
they will receive no allowance for such attend
ance.
MORRIS Y. JOHNSON,
FRANCIS KILE,
HENDERSON SUPPLEE,
2dec3t
Directors.
on
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FO R YOUR

FALL AND WINTER

pass upon their premises. Offenders will be
dealt with according to law.
Lower Providence.
D. H. Casselberry,
Aaron Fry,
F. R. Deeds,
Isaac Mester,
John Reiff,
Jacob H. Landes,
Having received a large stock of
cn
<
Upper Providence.
Jacob R. Garber,
ui Lad es’, Misses’ and Child m
Wm. Amos,
John Poley,
ü
so
David G. Tyson,
ren’s Shoes
■<
Irwip Wefkel,
FO B T H E FALL. AND W INTER
A. D. Reiff,
CL TRADE,
I cordially invite the attention j
Josephine C. Gross,
of
to the same, feeling confident th a t I
Wm. H. Cassaday,
cc canallgive
as much value for a dollar as any O
D. S. Räuden bush,
dealer in Montgomery county. The
D shoe
best stock to select from. The Pebble
D. H, Grubb,
Grain and Calf Button Shoes for Ladles
O
J. W, Sunderland,
and Misses are unsurpassed, and we have had t
A. D. Wagner,
all made to order. Our
Philip Weaver,
C. H, Tyson,
Gabriel G. King,
Coarse and Kip Boots
Isaac Stearly,
John McFarland,
Are the very best, all made to order, and as good
G. Edward Plank,
as any customer boot made ; the difference is only
Davis Zimmerman,
in the price, and you will get the benefit of th at.
In the line of
Jesse Stearly,
David Buekwalter,
Dr. J. Hamer,
GUM BO O TS AND R U B B E R S
Mrs. Anna Brunner,
Perk lomen.
D. G Landis,
You will find no second-grade stuff in our stock*
Skippack.
John H. Wanner,
Our light-weight gum boots are dandies. Every de
.u
partm ent is filled with the best stock. Be convinced
A. W. Zollers,
a
by making a purchase, by getting what you want
R. G. Halde man,
and saving money.
Worcester.
Nathan D. Johnson,

Boots and Shoes

E

r

3

.A__ ' W . XjOTTXI’S

.
A productive farm of about 30 acres, near
Rahn Station, now occupied i>y F. P. Färinger.
Apply to
DAVIÖ REINER,
dec24Tfit.
Lower Providence, Pa.

Ironbridge Boot and Shoe Store.

Q R A Y O N P O R T R A IT S !

F

F

or rent

» A i.» !
A lot of horsç.mamme. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

or

First-class Crayon Portraits ; warranted not
to fade and to be true pictures of the original.
o r sale !
Prices low, Instructions given In Crayon Draw,
About one thousand good chestnut post»
ing.
P. BALDWIN^
t-ower Providence, Pa. and rails. Apply to
5no,
ISAAC STEARLY, Yerkes, Pa..
Orders tafeen at this office.'

F

R A IL R O A D S .

Department of Agriculture.

p e r k io m é n r a il r o a d .

FARM NOTES.
Washing the pig with strong soap
suds will make him grow, as it cleans
the skin and rids him 6? insect pests.
Sand is a splendid mulch for newly
set trees—four to six inches thick, and
extending well beyond the roots.

Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows ■:
F O B P H IL A D E L P H IA A N D P O IN T S S O U T H .

Milk........................................ ......... . . 0 7 a. m.
Accommodation.............................. .8.02 a. m.
Market................................
1-02 p. m.
Accomodation..................................... 4.13 p. m.
F O B A L L E N T O W N A N D P O IN T S N O R T H A N D W E S T .

Mail...................................................... 7.32 a. m.
Accomodation...................................... 9.02 a. m.
Market................w. . . . . . 0 0 p. m.
Accommodation....... . .................... . .5.46 p. m.

gers are now ahead of the wheat har
vesters. A Maine journal reports that
a farmer in that section dug six acres
in fifty minutes by a single machine
digger. Such rapid work should in
duce farmers to grow more potatoes,
and it should not only, add to his pro
fit, but cheapen the cost to lonsumers.
A good yield for the large fowl As
150 eggs in a year, and for Leghorns
and other small bréeds, 180 eggs a
year. Flocks seldom exceed these
figures, but individual fowls often do,
and when such can be selected they
are the ones to breed from if egg pro
duction is the object. If they can be
induced to give one-quarter of that
during the winter months,- it will pay
for the whole year's feeding.

THE NEW WEBSTER
S u c c e s s o r o f th e U n a b rid g e d .

house to be successful must adopt those methods that
are calculated to safety. A woman whose judgment is
correct cahnot fail to please that “handy article” called
W E B ST E R ’S
INTERNATIONAL

HUSBAND
by advising him to seek such a firm when necessary

DICTIONARY

Stones on the farm are not an un
compels him to change his apparel w ith the season.
mixed evil. They represent great
W e are after your trade, you w ill find us in a house
SU N D A Y S— S O U T H .
possibilities. Look around and see to
who
A G R A N D IN V E S T M E N T
Milk..*....... ................. : ......................6.36 a. m.
what
good use they can be put.
For the Fam ily, th e School or th e Library.
Accomodation...................-............ .. .4.20 p. m.
The work o f revision occupied over ten
Look after the fences and see if they
NOBTH.
years, more than a hundred editorial la 
borers
having been employed, aud over
Accommodation................................... 7 54 a. m.
need any "help to enable them to with
#300,000 expended before the first copy
Milk............................................ ......... 5 32p. m.
first-class goods, elegently made, a perfect fit and every was printed.
stand the snows and winds of winter
SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.
without falling down.
A Pam phlet of specimen pages, illustrations,
garment strictly merchant tailor-like. W e ask no one testimonials,
PHILADELPHIA AND READING R. R.
etc., sent free by the publishers.
• Farmers sell as much water as of
to accept our goods until
Caution is needed in purchasing a dictiona
S H O R T A N D D IR E C T R O U T E T O P H IL A D E L P H IA ,
ry, as photographic reprints of a comparatively
anything else. In a bushel of potatoes
worthless edition of Webster are being marketed
NEW YORK, NEW EN GLA ND , TH E
Pears
love
rich
soil.
They
show
it
under various names, often by misrepresentation.
(60 pounds) there are 45 pounds of
SO U TH A N D W E S T .
.
GET TH E BEST,
by
the
way
they
thrive
in
every
gar
The
International, which bears the imprint of
water. Seven-eighths of a quart of
mind
has
been
entirely
satisfied
that
one
dollar
invested
with
us
goes
as
far
as
den.
Lack
of
richness
is
doubtless
Our facilities for execu strawberries is composed of water.
On and after November 15,1891,
G. & C. MERRIAM & CO.,
P U B L IS H E R S ,
T R A IN S L E A V E C O L L E G B V IL L E
the cause of many failures in pear or two dollars spent elsewhere, and should you desire to please others, especially
S P R IN G F IE L D , M a s s ., U. S. A.
(Via. Perkiomen R. R., connecting at PerkiNow
that
the
weather
is
cold,
corn
your«
charding.
Why
should
not
pears
de
ting JOB WORK are such
omen Junction) as follows :
should be made the principal article in mand quantities of plant food ? They
Fob P h ila d elph ia —week days, 6.36, 8.02,*
CHAS. H. DETWILER,
a. m., 1.02, 4.13, p. m. Sundays, 6.36, a. m., as to enable us to do strict the ration. Do not keep the store grow lustily and bear quantities of
4.20, p. m.
hogs any longer than is necessary. luscious fruit rich in sugar and other then it naturally behooves you to purchase your clothing of us, as we’ll sell to
F ob N ew York —weeks days, 6.36, 8.02, a.
The colder the weather the. more food nutriments. Keep oif the pests and
m., 1.02,4.13, p. m. Sunday, 6.36, a. m. 4 20 p.m. ly first-class work prompt
you a suit or overcoat
Graduate Ontario- Veterinary College.
required.
Honorary Member Ontario Vet. Med. Assoeia’n,
feed well and the pear tree will pay,
F ob P h o en ix v ille , P ottstown and R ead in g —week days, 8.02, a. m., 4.13, p. m. Sun
often hear farm labor spoken of yes, more than pay the bills.
ly and at reasonable prices. as We
days, 6.36, a. m. * 4.20 p. m.
unskilled
in contradistinction to
Trains for Baltimore, Washington, the South
Lime is • a substance that always
and West, via. B. <fe. O. R. R , leave Girard Ave
that
of
the
general
trades. It is a sad proves beneficial to land, and it may that would cost you $12 elsewhere'. Every garment guaranteed to he positively
nue Station (P. & R. R. R.,) at 3.55, 8.01, 11.27, The Job Work done at the
fact that farm labor is too often un
a. m., 3.56, 5.42, 7.13, p. rn. Sundays,
be applied in the Fall or Winter as all-wool. Boys’ suits and overcoats at $1.75, $2.50, $3, $4, $5, $6, $8 and $10.
3.55, 8.01, 11.27, a. m., 3.56, 5.42, 7.13, p. m.
skilled, and that is just the cause of so
well as in the Spring. Where the soil
A T L A N T IC C IT Y D IV IS IO N .
Independent Office favor many failures.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street Wharf and
is affected with the spores of disease
South Street Wharf,
A
prize
was
offered
in
Idaho
this
fungi,
lime often serves to destroy
ably compares w ith that season for the best yield of wheat on
F O B .A T L A N T IC C IT Y .
some of the diseases, or checks their
Week days—Express, 9.00, a. m., 2.00, 4.00,
p. m. Accommodation, 8 00, a. m., 5.00 p. m.
acre. The prize was won by a lavages the following year. Lime and
Pottstown’s Cheapest and Best Clothiers,
anywhere in the one
Sundays—Express, 9.00 a. m. Accommodation done
man
named Woodward, who produced salt is an excellent mixture for destroy
8.00 a. m., and 4.30 p. m:
R E T U R N IN G , L E A V E A T L A N T IC C IT Y
100 bushels to the acre. His grain ing grubs and other cut worms to a cer
Favor us w ith was
Depot, corner of Atlantic and Arkansas Ave county.
cut and threshed under inspection. tain extent, while its benefit to the soil
nues : .
Week days—Express, 7.30, 9.00, a. m., 4.00
It has been stated, and truthfully, in liberating plant food is unexcelled
p. m. Accommodation, 8.10 a. m., and 4.30 your orders and we w ill
that a farm only five miles from mar-' by any other fertilizer.
p. m. Sundays—Express, 4.00, p. m. Accom
modation, 7.30 a. m., and 4.30 p. m.
The Superiority of STEAM in comparison with
do our best to serve you ket, hut with a muddy road for the Spraying the trees is something of
C. G. HANCOCK,
A. A. McLEOD,
Gen. Pass. Ag’t.
farmer’s horses to use, will not prove recent introduction. When the work
the OLD METHODS OF H EATING cannot be ques
Pres, and Gen. Manager.
Dentistry a Specialty.
as remunerative as a farm of equal ad of spraying begins there should be no
well.
tion, for twice as much heat can be obtained from the
Symptoms are tossing of the head, tongue loll,
ingr, drawing: on one rein, frothing: at the mouth,
vantages ten miles off and near .a good cessation until the fruit is safe. Much
same amount of fuel than can be had from the old way
discharge from the eyes, difficulty in masticat
turnpike.
ing: food, ab ormal growth, caries teeth,-&e.
depends not only on how the work of
of stove heating. Then another very important con
Diseases of all domesticated animals treated.
It is not necessary to plow a piece spraying the trees is accomplished,
Lame horses and chronic diseases will be treated
COLLEGEVILLE
sideration
is
that
all
the
dust
and
dirt,
incident
to
burn
at
the Infirmary if desired. CASTRATION of
of land but two or three inches if but also upon performing the work at
horses and colts in the standing position. Special
ing
coal,
can
be
confined
to
a
portion
of
the
cellar
in
there is a sod to be rotted. On the the proper times.
attention given to surgical operations. Tele
phone at Office. Iron Bridge Exchange No. 1.
new prairie land the sod is simply
stead
of
floating
about
all
the
rooms
in
"the
house.
If you have anything to turned over, or skimmed, it being The oils of the different kinds of
Iron Bridge, Pa.
Steam Heating has come to stay. Do you wish to
grain fed to dairy cows have very
found
better
than
to
turn
it
under
to
a
JOHN T. KEYSER, Prop’r. sell and want to sell it, and
much to do with the quality of the
secure its advantages l
great depth.
butter. Cotton seed, while giving an
JE R O M E !
If you do, you are heading directly to
It is said that the State of Florida increased flow of milk, rich in butter
if
you
want
your
neighbors
The Stallion JEROME will stand for the sea
-----PRESH-----wards our line of business, and we want your
has more forests than any other State fat, makes the butter greasy and sticky.
son of 1891 at the stables of the Iron bridge
Hotel.
order. W e can supply you with just what you want,
the Union. The whole area of the Oats and bran give good oils for but
BREAD,
JEROME is a dark brown with black points,
and the rest of mankind to in
15-3
hands high. He has good style and is quite
State is about 38,000,000 acres, and of ter, hut the best is the oil of corn. To
guarantee you satisfaction, and give you full worth of
an
actor, having made a trial record of 2.52 as a
R O L L S , know that you have some this 35,000,000 acres, are in forests with the general use of corn in feeding
thr^e yearling.
your money. W e have placed a numder of Steam
JEROME was sired by Kennsett, (961,) record
—&c., «fee.,—
the exception of those sections cover dairy cows in the West is due to a
2:36 ; he by Rysdyke’s Hambletonian (10). The
Heaters and in every instance our work has proved
ed
by
lakes
and
rivers.
dam
was an excellent road mare and could trot
E V E R Y MORNING thing to sell and want to
great extent the fine flavor of western
close to three minutes.
satisfactory. Call on or address
In England there is a law regulating butter.
For further particulars call on or address,
CHAS. H. DETWILER, V. 8.,
sell it—no matter what it the amount of water in butter. . The A controversy is agitating the
Ice Cream,
Ironbridge, Pa.
Owner.
limit of water is 19 per cent., but good cheese-making world, the bone of
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at is—A D V E R T I S E in the butter contains not more than 15 per contention being whether it is advisRETAILED
short notice, on reasonable terms.
cent. A man was recently arrested in
— A T—
columns of the Indepen that country and fined $5, because his eble to allow a part of the cream to be
taken from the milk when the percent
Wholesale
Prices
butter on examination was found to
TRAPPE
age of butter-fat is so great that the
dent—The best advertising contain
tr o o N orth Fourth, S t.
A
P
U
L
L
S
U
P
P
L
Y
OP
O v O bel. Green, Philadelphia.
20 per cent, of water.
We make any style to order and guarantee to
T he m o st re lia b le jt u d successful
rennet cannot “grasp” all of it. It
s p e c ia lis t fo r a l l d isease s o f bo th
fit any head without extra charge. All the lead
Fresh and
■exes;
ing Fall Styles now ready in Black and the New
medium in the middle sec W. 1). Hoard, of Wisconsin, recently might do to partially skim the milk in
SpecialDiseases,BloodPoison
Smoked Meats Brondora Color.
said : “The expense of the dairy is certain cases, were it not for the fact
A F U L L ST O C K O F
U L C E R S, B lotches, P im p les, Boro
— AND—
M outh, T h ro a t, I r rita tio n s , S cald
just
as
great
with
a
poor
cow
as
with
tion of Montgomery Co.
ings. In fla m m a tio n s, K idneys
that ordinary human nature is not to
O U SA V E
B la d d e r, L o st v ita lity , W eak back ,
B
0
LOt i NAS Y
a good one. The profit depends upon be trusted.
D yspepsia, P ile s,
M elancholy
every hat by buying direct of the manufacturer.
W e akness D e b ility , Im p a ire d M em ory an d D e cay , S tric tu re s ,
Always on hand.
a l l diseases re s u ltin g fro m y o u th fu l e rro rs o r fro m overw ork
W herever the Independent the delicacy of the machine. I have
— AND—
Old, Young o r M id d le A ged dou’t . u S e r « « J longer.
L ow n es & W illia m s ,
PORK AND SAUSAGE AND SCRAPPLE
c u r e is c e rta in , n o e x p e rim e n t. I h a v e e v e ry th in g know n to
found that the chilling of the cow de
m ed ica l a n d su rg ica l science, o b s tin a te an d old cases s o lic ite d ,
H o r a o G o o d . circulates
n o m a t t e r w ho fa ile d re lie f a t once. F re s h cases c u red
in
season.
it is eagerly creases the amount of the milk secret
Favor
me
with
your
orders.
HAT MANUFACTURERS,
Story of ai;
t o 10 d ay s. E u ro p e an H o sp ital ex p e rien c e in Ge» ¿ a n y , Eng
la n d , F ra n c e a n d A u s tria , as c e rtificate s an d diplom as p ro v e ,
13noiy
Always on hand.
SAMUEL GOULDY.
ed, while warm drinks retores it.”
a n d 26 y e a rs p ra c tic a l e x p e rien c e. 10,000 cases cu red y e a rly ,
Journey from the BALTIC to the;!
-4 g ' A A f t w ill be p aid to a n a d v e rtis in g d o cto r, who
scanned by interested read The irrigated lands in Dakota have DANUBE Portrayed in 38 Chapter«
M. 51$'U w w c a n p rove as g re a t s k ill, know ledge au d
New Harness of every description made to or
ex p e rie n c e a n d w ho can show as m an y p a tie n ts p e rm a n e n tly
c u r e d a s I c a n a f te r q u acks a n d a d v e rtis in g d octors h a d
and 12 Graphic Illustrations, by
der of the best material promptly. Good stock
r u in e d th e m . S en d 2c. s ta m p fo r book “ TR U TH ” an d sw orn
been
doing
very
well,
hut
it
is
doubt
and good workmanship guaranteed. No matter ers. It is read by at least
te s tim o n ia ls exposing q u ac k s a n d a d v e rtis in g doctors w ith
NORRISTOWN, PA.
t h e i r false a n d fr a u d u le n t g u a ra n te e s a n d te stim o n ia ls, t h e ir
Charles Augustus
what yon may want in the line of harness or
ful if in many cases the record of those
e x p e rie n c e , th ey do n o t posses a n 4 t h e ir schem e o f re fu n d in g
horse goods In general, I can furnish you with
m oney o r frie n d ly ta lk s a n d th e ir ch e ap a n d w o rth less dru g s
—BUTCHER,
AND
DEALER
IN
THE
BESTn e ith e r o f w hich cu re s yo u , b u t a re u sed as decoys an d r e s u lt
Stoddard
the same at right prices. Light and heavy Col 3 5 0 0 people every week, near Huston have been surpassed.
i n ru in o f th o u san d s o f confiding v ictim s. O
H
.—
lars, Whips, Blankets, Horse Covers, Fly Nets,
E v e ry d a y from 9 A. M. .to 3 P. M ..ev e n in g s 6 t o 9. W ednesday
Actual
measurement
showed
that
the
a n d S a tu rd a y E venings from 6—10, S u n d a y s from 9 to 12. F a r
&c., &c.
R eferences see W e dnesday a n d tiariird a y P h i la . Times«
latter lands produced 53 bushels and
Repairing of Whatever Description and its circulation is stead 20 pounds of wheat per acre, 100 bush
Collegeville, Pa.,
Promptly and neatly done. Favor me with your ily increasing.
els of oats and 55 bushels of barley.
orders.
D EALERS IN
An inquirer wishes to know the
W. R. Wersler,
Bound in Rich Cloth,
( S u c c e s s o r t o DANIEL SHULER,)
breeds
of
fowls
that
are
considered
Decorated with Cold Eagles.
Smaly
TKAPPE, PA.
White and Yellow Pine, and Hendock
the best winter layers. The Asiatic—
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
F R E E to Every New Subscriber to!
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of eacL
Brahmas, Cochins and Leghorns—are
LUM BER,
—the—
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
entitled to that distinction, being
N E W YORK OBSERVER,
Various
grades,
dressed and undressed.
paid for calves.
Subscribe for the PROVI hardy, well feathered and adapted to ¡the foremost Family Religious News
SH ING LES, split and sawed.
W M . J. T H O M P SO N ,
confinement, though the Plymouth
paper»
LOWER
PROVIDENCE,
PA
One
book
and
one
new
subscriber,!
P IC K E T S , C E D A R A N D C H E S T N L T
DENCE INDEPENDENT, Rocks and Wvandottes are also excel
S3,00.
lent layers.
R A IL S .
Trappe,
Montgomery
Go.,
Pa.
Two books and two new subscribers,!
$5,00.
$1.25 per annum, in ad Do not keep your cream too long be
C
O
L
L
E
G
E
V
IL
L
E
L e h i g h and S c h u y l k i l l
8PKCIMKN COPIES PEEK.
fore you churn, or the result will he
vance. You w ill get the bitter butter. Stir the cream frequent NEW YORK OBSERVER,:
3 7 and 3 8 Park R o w ,
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
ly while waiting for a sufficient quan
NEW YORK.
worth of your money and tity
to make a churning ; but it is bet
Coffins and Caskets of all description on hand
---------------- o ------------ —
and furnished at short notice. Chairs furnished
ter
to
have
a
small
churning,
and
se
for use at funerals free of charge.
more or less happiness into cure choice butter, than to hold back
To My Patrons and the Public in
l® “Will meet trains at Collegeville, Royersposits Köln
General !
W. E. Johnson, Proprietor. the bargain by subscribing too long and have the butter of in
ford, and Spring City.
ferior quality.
ISF* Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.
ARE YOU IN NEED OF A WAGON ?
— A F U L L L I N E O F A L L K IN D S O F —
Creameries should he cautious in re
- - COAL.
WILL YOU rt ANT ONE IN THE SPRING ? COAX,.
gard to trying to increase their pro
H O RSE
G O O DS,
Order it now and get the bf-st for the money.
E N T E R P R IS E
fits by keeping pigs to eat up the
KiveTo
F L O U R ,
You have only to pay one man’s profit.
Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
skimmed milk and buttermilk. The
A P e r f e c t Success.
VIJ
&c. A full stock of collars' always on hand,
The Rev. A. Antoine Refugio, of Texas, writes;
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
odor from the pens sometimes imparts
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
1 think Pastor Koenig’s Nerve Tonic is a perfect
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
success, for any one who suffered from a moat
the
flavor
to
the
butter
which
is
not
OATS, LIN SE E D MEAL,
will receive prompt attention.
27janyl
painful nervousness as I did. I feel like myself
— C A L L A N D L E A H N ST Y L E S A N D P R IC E S —
B0TERSF0KD, Mont. Co., Pa
liked by fastidious consumers, and the
again after taking the Tonic.
AND CAKE MEAL.
B E F O R E B U Y IN G E L S E W H E R E .
E
, N. A*. March 7,1891.
loss of a few cents a pound upon the
Now in Stock and For Sale : 2 Three-Spring
Bwore I took Pastor Koenig’s Nerve Tonic 1 I would announce to my friends and the public
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
V IS IT T H E OLD
could not sleep nights aud had a numbness of
price of butter is not compensated for
Market Wagons, 2 Express Wagons in good re Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
that I am now prepared to furnish
the legs, arms and sometimes aJJ over the bodv
pair, Portland Cutter, Express Sleigh (new), the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
but alter taking the second dose or your Nerve
by
the
value
of
the
pork
made.
one Runabout Wagon.
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
lavor.
Tonic 1 could sleep well, and in three days all
c /i
fencing.
numbness was gone and have not feltit sinoe
Work the manure over now, and put
S®“
Repairing
of
all
kinds
promptly
attended
FERDINAND BRENn !
H
to.
Respectfully yours,
the coarser portions in the centre. It
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
274 S t . P a u l 8 t ., M o n t r e a l , M a ro h , 1891
£5
A young man of 82 years, affected with epil
CO LLEG EV ILLE
M
onum
ents
and
T
ombstones
,
of
Italian
o
R. H. G R A TER .
may give you extra work, but it will
I7apepsy for over 20 years and a very bad case, havAmerican Marble or Granite, in the
SL** least 10 to 12 fits daily, after using all
quicken the growth of plants next
finest and latest designs.
muds of medicines without benefit, used Pastor
OLLER f ? IJ IL L S !
-A
n -M
spring by being in a more perfect con Koenig a Nerve Tonic with thedesirfedeffect.
N. QUINTAL,
G
a
lv
a
n
ized
R
ailings,
o
ller
^
M ills !
dition as plant food. There is an art
Valuable Book oo Nervous
«
H
u
m
p
h
r
e
y
s
*
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrij
L I J L L Diseases sent free to any address«
n r I
and poor patients can also obtain
in so managing the manure as to have |■ IlLwfaa
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
Dr. Humphreys’Specifics are scientifically and
this medicine free o f charge.
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
^S>
carefully prepared prescriptions; used for many
ble Work, for the bases of
UPPER PROVIDENCE SQUARE
it in the finest and best condition and
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
years in private practice with success,and forover *
Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wayne, Ind., since 1876. and
thirty years used by the people. Every single Spe
B U IL D IN G S , S T E P S , S I L L S , E T C ., E TC
without losing any portion of it at any Is now prepared under bis direction by the
—FOK BARGAINS IN—
cific is a special cure for the disease named.
These Specifics cure without drugging, purg
All
work
Guaranteed
to
give
Satisfaction,
ano
K O E N IG M E D . C O ., C h ic a g o , III.
ing or reducing the system, and are in fact aim
season of the year.
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any desigi
deed the sovereign rem edies o f the W orld.
Sold by Drwj gists at S I per Bottle. 6 for 9 5
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones
Small fruits are as easily grown as
LIST OF PRINCIPAL NOS.
CURES.
PRICES.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the differem
Lars»-*'
f tS; 6 Bottles for 9 9 .
Our Own Make and Western. E x
1 F<; vers, Congestion, inflammation... .2 5
farm crops. More work is required in
The best grades of working and driving Col
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has beet
2 Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic., ,2 a
3 Crying C olic, or Teething of Infants .2 5
lars. First-class material used in making new
cellent Grade.
turned
out
at
the
E
n ter pr ise W orks . Call and
harvesting and shipping, hut less land
4 D ia rru e a , of Children or Adults.... .2 5
stock and in all repairs. Fall stock of blankets.'
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low.
5 D ysentery, Griping, Bilious Colic.... ,2 5
HOW I
robes, lap covers, and everything in the line of
6 C h o lera M o rb u s , Vomiting.............. 2 a
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto
is necessary in order to secure a large
7 Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis................... ,25
the business. Repairing attended to promptly.
ilLow price* and fair dealings,
EARNED'
8 N eu ralgia, Toothache, Faceackc..........125
return compared with other crops.
9 H eadaches, Sick Headache, Vertigo .2 5
tif* Cigars and Tobacco.
RE8PEGTFULL Y,
1 0 D yspepsia, Bilious Stomach............ .2 5
AN
When it is considered that but a short
11 Suppressed or P ain fu l Periods. .2 5
1 '2 W hites, too Profuse Periods........... •25
C. M. H A L L M A N .
ISLAND.
D.
Theo.
Buckwalter.
period of the year is devoted to an or
1 3 Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing....... 25
June 8-ly.
14 Halt B lieum , Erysipelas, Eruptions. .2 5
Successor to J. G. Detwiler.
—AND—
1
5 R heum atism , Rheumatic Pams.... .125
chard pr to small fruits, it is doubtful
16 F ever and A gue, Chills, Malaria__ .5 0
17
P
iles,
Blind
or
Bleeding
..................
.5
0
if the labor bestowed is greater than
19 C atarrh, Influenza, Cold in the Head .5 0
L i I-uLiuiiion «t Rational Reputation,
2 0 Whooping Cough. Violent Coughs. .5 0
for wheat, corn or vegetables.
2 4 General Debility, Physical Weakness .5 0
2 7 K idney D is e a s e ....................................... 50
2 8 Nervous D e b ilit y ............................... 1 .0 0
Clover hay, early cut and properly
3 0 U rinary W eak n ess, Wetting Bed. .5 $
OUR OWN MAKE.
3 2 D iseases o f th eH e a rt, Palpitation 1 .0 0
cured, contains 8 per cent, of album
Sold by Druggists, o r sent postpaid on receipt of price.
.Enterprising Young Mans True A Co. instructed
Da. H
’M
, (144 p a g e s ) ric h ly b o u n d in cloth
inoids or flesh forming elements, and
and started me. I worked steadily and made money faster
a n d g o ld ,
.
Ladies and Gents1Hair Dressing Parlors. Katural
than I expected to. I became able to buy an island and build
HUMPHREYS’MED.CO., 111&112WilliamSt.,XewYork.
Curly Bangs, and Manufacturer of Ladies1 Hair
a
small
summer
hotel.
I
f
I
don't
succeed
at
thaL
I
will
go
good,
bright
straw
from
wheat,
oats
or
Goods in general. Mail Orders promptly attended to.
P A T E N T S
to work again at the business in which I made my money.
1 3 T H S T ., A B C H E S T N U T . P H IL A D E L P H IA .
T r u e «Ac C’o . : Shall we instruct and start yon, readerf
EFEand
I f we do, and if yon Work industriously, yon will in dim
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat barley contains 3 per cent., while good
A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds
S p e c i f i c s .
time be able to boy an island and bnild a hotel, if yon wish
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.' timothy hay contains about 5J per
(Record Building, 2d, 3d & 4th Floors)
“" o n e y can be earned at onr n e w line of work, rap
“ AITAKESIS” gives instant
Onr office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office,
o f Feed.
idly and honorably, by those of either sex, yopng or old,
917-919
Chestnut
Street,
Philadelphia.
relief and is an infallible
ana in their own localities, wherever they live. Any one
We have no sub-agents, all business direct, cent. One ton of clover hay and one
Cure for Piles. Price $1. By
For years an annual enrolment of more
can do the work. Easy to learn. We furnish everything- No
hence
can
tiansact
patent
business
in
less
time
risk. Yon can devòte your spare moments, or all your time
than a thousand students. 1265 students last
Druggists or mail. Samples
to the work. This entirely new lead brings wonderful suc
amt at, less cost than those remote from Wash ton of good straw would have, when
TRADE MARKS,
year. A Faculty of thirty specialists.
free. Address“A$AKESIK.’?
cess to every worker. Beginners are earning from # 2 5 t o
Box 2416, New York City.
ington.
mixed, almost exactly the feeding
Morning, Afternoon and N ight Sessions.
# 5 0 per week and upwards, and more after a little expe
COPYRIGHTS,
&c.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
rience. We can furnish you the employment—we teach yon
Private Classes in German and French.
procured in United 8tates and Foreign ConnF K F , £ . This is an age o f marvelous things, and here is
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of value of two tons of the best timothy
tries. Inventors can consult the undersigned
College Annual, Graduating Exercises, and
another great, nsefhl. wealth-giving wonder. Great gains
L D H O R S E S a n d D E A D H O R S E S charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. hay.
will reward every industrious worker. Wherever you are,
Enrolment Blanks, on application to
in person or by mail free of charge. Send or
and whatever you are doing, you want to know about this
and COWS will be removed by the under A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,,f with refer
P A 1 S T B R O S .,
call for circular. 35 years experience. Branch
THOMAS M A Y PEIRCE, PH. D .
wonderful work at once. Delay means much money lost to
signed upon request. Higest price paid for ences to aetual clients in your 8tate, county, or
Digging potatoes is sometimes a
you. No space to explain here, bnt ifyou will write to us,
Principal and Foundar.
office, W a sh in gton , D. C. JOHN A. WIEDERwe will make all plain to yon F R E E . Address.
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
worn-out-horses, THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.
COLLEGEVILLE,
—
PENNA.
SHEIM, 917-91« Chestnut St., Pblla. 3janty
Graduates successfully assisted to position#
CO*» B o g 400 , Augusta* M alue,
Lower Providence, Pa, 14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C. tedious operation, hut the potato dig-

SELLS
HIS

WIFE

Veterinary Surgeon & Dentist

FOR TEN DOLLARS.

A. WEITZENKORN & SONS,
STEAM -:- HEATING !

B A K E R Y !1

The Roberts Machine Company, Collegeville, Pa.

Dr. Thecl

Collegeville Heat Store

Harness Store !
HARNESS

Wm.J.TIOMPSOI,

ffice

Mowiaj’s B i l l M l SI. Wow Mill,

ours

B E E F ,=
VFAI, —
= M U T T 0 N ,=

WILBUR J. MAUGER,

Ù ill lis

L

«¡¡¡mistook & Vanderslice,ijji

-^(Carriage Works

MARBLE WORKS Spring Wagons a Specialty.

l iz a b e t h

ILL KINDS OF MARBLE WORE

5

WHEATBRANT

Harness and all Horse Goods!

RYE

irce Colleger
=of Business^
Shorthand,

PILES

O

um ph rey s
anual
ma il k d f b b r

ATENTS,

P

FEED

COEN BRAN.

W M a i Bye Waati at all Tines.

